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ABSTRACT 

This dociament focuses upon the past and present role of 

the Native Americein flute in the Southwestern United States, 

with the primary emphasis being placed upon the present-day 

use of the flute. Through this study, I hope to provide an 

evaluation of the Native American flute's musical 

significeince (past and present use, and current literature 

and capabilities) that will lead to its possible inclusion 

into the Western curriculum of collegiate music scholcirship, 

and contribute to a greater understanding of the instmment. 

In addition, through the information that is generated and 

disclosed by this exploration, it is hoped that the Native 

Americcin flute may begin to gain an overall acceptance as an 

instrument of cultural and musical distinction and merit, 

specifically within the world of collegiate music education. 

This document is divided into chapters dealing with past 

and present uses of the Native American flute. The 

"Introduction" states the purpose, scope, eind justification 

for this study. Chapter I describes the physical 

characteristics of the past and present-day Native American 

flute. Chapter 2 deals exclusively with the past traditions 

and functions of the Native American flute. For example, 

selected myths from Vcirious tribes that employ the flute are 

discussed. Also in Chapter 2, the past ceremonial and non-

ceremonial functions of the Native American flute are 

detailed. Chapter 3 deals exclusively with the Native 
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Americcui flute as it is used in today's world. Here, the rise 

in status of the flute is illustrated by discussing four 

prominent performers, their recordings, and approach to flute 

playing. They are as follows: Kelvin Bizahaloni, R. Carlos 

NaJcai, John Rainer, Jr., and Wcurd Jene Stroud. Also, three 

composers who are presently creating repertoire for this 

instrument are discussed. The composers are James DeMars, 

Gina Genova, and Jay Vosk. Chapter 4 deals with the ways in 

which the Native American flute can be imported into the 

college music curriculum. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the 

dociament and provides ideas for further study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Intent eind Scope of the Study 

This study focuses upon the past and present role of the 

Native American flute in the Southwestern United States, with 

the primeiry emphasis being placed upon the present-day use of 

the flute. Through this study, I hope to provide an 

evaluation of the Native American flute's musical 

significcince (past and present use, versatility, 

characteristic techniques, euid current literature and 

capabilities) that will lead to its possible inclusion into 

the Western curriculum of collegiate music scholcirship, and 

contribute to a greater understanding of the instrument. In 

addition, through the information that is generated and 

disclosed by this exploration, it is hoped that the Native 

American flute may begin to gain em overall acceptance as an 

instrument of cultural and musical distinction and merit, 

specifically within the world of collegiate music education. 

This document is divided into five distinct chapters. 

Chapter 1 contains a brief explanation of the past and 

present physical characteristics of the Native American 

flute. 

The second chapter presents an overview of the past 

tradition of the Native Americcin flute. There are three 

subsections within this second large entity. The first 

subsection, entitled "Myths," examines the role of the flute 

in selected myths of the Southwest Native American tribes. 
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This axea of discussion is significcint because the flute 

appears in many Native American myths. Through these stories. 

Native Americans leam the moral lessons of the Ancient Ones, 

the mysterious ways of the Creator, and how their way of life 

came to be. Also, these myths provide social entertainment. 

The second subsection, "Ceremonial Functions," discusses 

selected ceremonial uses of the flute within the vcurious 

tribes of the Southwestern United States. The third 

subsection, entitled "Non-Ceremonial Functions," reveals the 

non-ceremonial uses of the instrxament, such as courting, 

social entertainment, euid utiliteirian functions. 

Chapter 3 of this dociament deals exclusively with the 

Native Americcin flute and its present-day status. The first 

subsection is an introduction stating important facts 

concerning the present-day status of the Native American 

flute. In the second subsection, "The Elevation of the 

Flute's Status," I examine the specific reasons behind the 

increased awareness level, cind interest in, the Native 

American flute. In this section, I discuss four prominent 

flutists who have aided in the instrument's rise in musical 

status: Kelvin Bizcdialoni, R. Ccirlos Nakai, John Rainer, Jr., 

and Ward Jene Stroud. Although every performer of the Native 

American flute is highly important to its musical 

development, not all of them can be documented. Thus, I have 

selected high profile flute players situated in, or having 

some affiliation with, the Southwestern United States. The 
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third STibsection, called "Present-Day Composers and Their 

Repertoire," includes information concerning three 

individuals who are presently composing music for the Native 

American flute: James DeMars, Gina Genova, and Jay Vosk. 

In the fourth chapter of this document, I present my 

ideas about how the Native American flute, in its present 

form, can be included into the curriculum of college music 

education. 

Chapter 5 is conclusive in nature. Here, I briefly 

reiterate importcint points that help to support my idea that 

the Native American flute, because of its cultural and 

musical significance, current capabilities, versatility, and 

the continued development of significant repertoire, should 

gain wider acceptance within the world of collegiate music 

education. Also, I present ideas for further study. 

2. Justification 

The development cind function of the Native American 

flute has been virtually ignored and omitted in the Western 

musical and educational experience, especially by flutists 

themselves. As musicians, we study the instrroments of 

antiquity that originated in Europe (i.e. the recorder, the 

transverse flute, etc.), but we neglect to explore and 

nurture the obvious instrument of antiquity that is in our 

own backyeurd, the Native American flute. Recently, the Native 

American flute has gained commercial prominence in the United 

States. Unfortunately, enthusiasm for this unique instrument 
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has been met with resistance in the world of higher 

education. Because it is not a staple instrument of the 

modem orchestra euid/or band, it is often not considered as a 

valid musical instrriment. It is the intent of this document 

to provide an evaluation of the Native American flute, 

hopefully providing a better understeuiding of the instrument 

that will reveal its potential as an instrument to be 

included in the college system of music education. 
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CHAPTER 1; PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN 

FLUTE 

1. Past - "Vertically Held Flute" 

The Native American flute of the Southwestern United 

States veuried from tribe to tribe. There was no uniformity in 

terms of length, diameter, number of finger holes, or 

material out of which it was constructed. In terms of its 

overall construction and its decorations (i.e. feathers, 

engravings, pictures painted upon the instrument, etc.), each 

flute was unique and representative of its meiker's individual 

creativity. 

The majority of flutes among the Native Americans in the 

Southwest were the vertically held type, although there were 

instances of transverse flutes. For example, a cane, 

t reins verse flute with three finger holes was found among the 

Yuman Indians of Arizona (Densmore, Handbook 26). In the 

Southwest, there were two types of vertically held flutes. 

First, among the Pueblo Indians, a flute similar to the 

Japcuiese sheikuhachi was used. In particular, among the Santo 

Domingo Pueblo, flute makers used bamboo or cane to meike 

their instruments because of its hollow nature. Usually, six 

finger holes were drilled into the flute, grouped three plus 

three. At one end of the flute, a "V-shaped" notch was carved 

on the rim. Similar to the shakuhachi, sound was produced by 

directing the air stream across the open end of the flute 

towcurd the "V-shaped" notch (Densmore, Music of Santo 36). 
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The second type of vertically held flute was found among 

the Apache. Here, flute makers also used cane or bamboo, 

excellent for meiking flutes because of its hollow body. Both 

Ccine and bamboo have naturally occurring joints or nodules 

that partially block the interior of the wooden tiabe. The 

craftsmem cut two openings in the upper surface of the flute, 

one on each side of a nodule or joint (Appendix, Figure 1). 

He ccLTved down the inner blockage enough so that a sufficient 

amount of an air stream could travel over it. Next, the 

finger holes, usually three in number, were drilled or burned 

into the flute. In order to produce a sound, the 

maker/performer blew into the open end of the instrument, 

covering the uppermost notched opening with a finger from his 

left hand, while opening and closing the finger holes with 

his right hand (Densmore, Handbook 26). Sometimes, instead of 

using his finger, the maker/performer covered the uppermost 

opening with a piece of buckskin called a "bandage" 

(Densmore, Handbook 25). The air stream extended down the 

tube, encountered the partial blockage, and split into two 

segments. The first portion of the air stream was deflected 

out the open notch, while the remainder of the air stream 

continued down the length of the tube (Appendix, Figure 2). 

The materials from which the flutes were made varied 

from tribe to tribe, cind from maker to maker. Flutes made of 

various woods, bone, reed, clay, and metal have been 

discovered throughout the Southwest. For example, among the 
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Anasazi ruins, flutes made primarily of bone and wood have 

been uncovered (Slifer 19). In addition, flutes constructed 

from reeds, bone, and wood have been discovered all over the 

Central eind Eastern areas of Arizona, and in various 

Southwestern locations of New Mexico (Slifer 20). Lastly, 

metal flutes have been discovered. For example, a flute 

constructed from the beorrel of a gun was found among the 

Apache Indicins (Densmore, Handbook 26). 

The length of the vertically held flute also differed 

from maker to maker. Perhaps the length of the flute was 

determined solely by the disteuice from the fingertips to the 

elbow. Or maybe the length of the flute was whatever the 

flutist felt comfortable holding. There was no set length 

that was agreed upon between craftsmen, although one Yuman 

Indian, George Escalante, stated to Frcinces Densmore that the 

vertically held flute is "three spreads of the hand from the 

thvunb to the tip of the second finger and about two thirds 

more" (Densmore, Yuman 26). 

The number of holes varied as well. Among the Apache, a 

flute with three holes was discovered (Baker 91). Most often, 

flutes having five or six finger holes were found. The finger 

holes themselves were generally either burned into the wood 

or bored into the flute with a sharp, primitive tool. The 

distance between each of the finger holes also differed from 

flute to flute, since the maker would usually construct the 

finger holes of the flute to fit the natural position of his 
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fingers. Thus, the disteince between each finger hole was not 

necessarily equidistant on the flute, and certainly unique 

from flute to flute. 

2. Present - "End-Blown Flute" 

Like the past construction of the vertically held Native 

American flute, there is still variation from maker to maker, 

although a sense of uniformity is steirting to arise. There is 

gradually coming into existence a uniformity of length, 

diameter, thickness of tube, material of construction, number 

and placement of finger holes, and tuning. The craftsmanship 

of the instrument has been ameliorated as well, due in part 

to the technological advancements in tools. The present-day 

version of the flute is now being produced by both Native 

Americans and Non-Native Americans. 

The contemporcu::y Native American flute, also played in 

the vertical position, is now referred to as the "end-blown 

flute" to recognize the difference between the instnament's 

past and present construction and means of sound production. 

The overall technique of sound production in the modem end-

blown flute is somewhat similar to the vertically held flutes 

of the Apache Indians. Instead of a finger or a "beindage" 

covering the uppermost of the two surface openings, a wooden 

device called a "block" is now used. This concept was adapted 

by many modern flute makers from the courting flutes found 

among the Plains Indians, Woodlsmd Indians, and the 

Northeastern Indians. 
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The block of wood is placed upon the top surface of the 

flute to cover one of two notched openings. The wood block is 

held securely on the upper surface of the flute by thongs or 

laces made of various materials, such as buckskin. The wood 

block's physical features vary from msiker to meJcer. For 

example, some makers construct the wood block in the shape of 

animals, the level of detail and extravagance veorying. Other 

makers simply use a square block of wood, perhaps with 

symbols etched upon it signifying the identity of the 

instrument's creator. 

The block of wood and its placement is essential to the 

flute's ability to produce a sound. As stated earlier, the 

block of wood covers one of two notched openings. These two 

notched openings are located at the upper end of the flute, 

approximately one third of the distance from the top 

(Appendix, Figure 3). With the edge of the block to the side 

of the open, sound-producing notch, it functions as em edge 

from which the air stream is deflected. The flutist blows 

into the end of the flute, and the air stream extends down 

the tube of the instrument. The air stream encounters a 

barrier partially blocking the tube of the instrument. At 

this point, the air stream splits in two. One portion of the 

air stream escapes the instrument via the notched opening 

about a third of the way from the upper end of the flute, is 

deflected by the block of wood, and thereby produces a sound. 

The other half of the air stream continues its progression 
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down the length of the instrument (Appendix, Figure 4). 

One of the most significant factors of the present-day 

end-blown flute is the craftsmen's aim for standeurdization in 

terms of tuning, although there is no set standard agreed 

upon between meikers at this time. In fact, the end-blown 

flute is in an experimental stage in terms of standardized 

tuning. Many flute meikers eire constructing their instruments 

with regard to the European tuning steuidard (A=440), via the 

assistcince of cin electronic chromatic tuner. Although the 

craftsmen are aiming for a standard in tuning, the end-blown 

flute lacks the precise intonation of a modem Europeeui 

instrument. This can be viewed as both a positive and a 

negative quality. Specifically, the flute's current tuning 

capability sometimes presents intonation problems when 

combined with modem European instriiments, providing an 

exotic but pleasurable sound. This is due to the instrvunent' s 

lack of a key system, and its size and placement of finger 

holes, the latter varying from maker to maker. Because of 

these factors, the end-blown flute will never truly soiond 

"Westem." Even so, the contemporary end-blown flute still 

has the ability to be combined with the standeirdized Europeein 

instruments found in our present-day bands eind orchestras. As 

a result, the end-blown Native American flute is starting to 

gain wider exposure. This exposure is caused by the fact that 

composers are now able to create works specifically for the 

instrument because it possesses recognizable pitches that are 
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familiar to Classically trained musicians. 

As stated earlier, the end-blown flute's lack of a key 

system plays a leurge role in its inability to consistently 

play in tune with contemporary instruments. Modem European 

instnmients, such as the flute, oboe, bassoon, and clarinet, 

were relieved of this burden through the application of the 

Boehm system. This system of keys eind tone holes was 

developed by Theobald Boehm around 1831. Originally, Boehm 

applied this system solely to the flute. Boehm developed a 

systematic placement of tone holes that allowed the 

instrument to have an autonomous tone hole for each chronatic 

note, thereby producing a uniformity in tone quality from 

pitch to pitch. The keys were added "to provide full venting 

and to bring distcuit holes under easy control by the fingers" 

(Rcindei 100). After heeiring the results of the flute's 

improvements, various individuals took his ideas and applied 

them to other instnaments such as the oboe, clarinet, and 

bassoon. This system allows the modem Europeeui woodwind 

instmments to perform with relative consistency in terms of 

tuning, although each of these instrxjments still possesses 

small idiosyncrasies that must be dealt with by the 

performer. Also, the system has enabled the modem Europeein 

instmments to perform in niimerous octaves with relative 

ease. 

The end-blown Native American flute is at somewhat of a 

disadvantage because of its lack of keys. Depending upon the 
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individual maker, the end-blown flute can perform both 

diatonically and chromatically, but the intervals are 

sometimes imprecise. Also, the range of the end-blown flute 

is more limited, basically encompassing an octave plus a 

third. Because of its lack of keys, the instrument will never 

truly "lock in" in terms of tuning, but this does not 

distinguish its value as a vehicle for musical expression. In 

fact, its gives the instrument a sense of uniqueness and 

charm, adcin to the natural horn that is still used today for 

certain performcinces due to its impreciseness in tuning. Many 

individuals feel that to perform a composition written for 

the natural horn upon a modern French horn would completely 

destroy the charm of the musical work. In addition, many 

composers find that the lack of exactness of the end-blown 

flute in terms of tuning and timbre is refreshing and adds 

vitality to today's music. Both composers and performers 

state that the end-blown flute is aurally exotic and not as 

mechanical sounding as modem Europeein instnaments, thereby 

making it em appealing instrvuaent. 

The length of most end-blown flutes is directly related 

to its stcindard of tuning. Many makers determine the length 

of their flutes by what "key" they want it to play in. For 

example. Ken Light of Amon Olorin flutes in Montana makes a 

six-hole end-blown Native American flute that is precisely 

twenty-two inches in length. After Light has formulated the 

appropriate size of, and distance between, each finger hole. 
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the flute plays in the "key" of G minor. More exactly, the 

flute's fundamental pitch, with all fingers depressed, is the 

note G. Light uses an electronic chromatic tuner to ensure 

that the fundamental pitch is the appropriate cycles per 

second, in accordance with the Europeein standard of tuning. 

The other notes are not always exact in relation to the 

fundamental, but they are quite close, enabling the flute to 

perform with modern Europeein instruments. The label of G 

minor is further justified in that the next note that can be 

produced on the six-hole flute, via lifting the next finger, 

is bIj. The distance between G eind Bl> is a minor third, an 

important characteristic of the G minor scale, hence the 

designation of the flute to be in the "key" of G minor. Thus, 

the flute must be a specific length to allow the finger holes 

to be proportionately sized and placed, thereby enabling the 

flute to play in a certain "key" area. 

Materials of construction vary from maker to maker, a 

trait similar to the past vertically held flute. Mostly, the 

flutes are made out of some type of light but sturdy wood. 

For example, Light primeirily constructs his flutes from 

western red cedar. Also, Butch and Laura Hall of Fort Worth, 

Texas produce instrxaments made of materials such as cherry 

wood, walnut, eind cedeu:. In addition, Scott E. Loomis (Wind's 

Song Flutes in Oregon) uses strictly North American hardwoods 

and softwoods, such as redwood and cedar. The timbre of each 

end-blown flute is unique because of the variations that 
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occur in the woods used for constiruction. The type and 

quality of the wood, and how it is handled by the maker, 

directly effects the timbre of each end-blown flute. This 

variety can be perplexing to some individuals, while others 

feel that it adds to the instrument's charm and appeal. 

A factor that has eneibled the present-day end-blown 

Native American flute to gain greater exposure and wider 

accessibility is a tablature system of notation, developed by 

the internationally renowned Native American flutist R. 

Carlos Nakai. Nakai developed this system of notation to 

enable people to play notated songs no matter what level of 

musical training they have had, and regardless of the key 

that their flute is in since Native American flutes come in a 

variety of keys, G, D, F|, C, etc. Thus, by using this 

symbolic system of notation, even a person who cannot read 

music can still play notated songs via the tablature system. 

This is because each note of the system represents a finger 

position, not the actual pitch being sounded. While this 

system works for many of the end-blown flutes being made 

today, its success is often dependent upon the individual 

maker. Some contemporary flute meJcers construct their 

instruments according to a diatonic major scale, therefore 

Ncdcai's system of tablature notation would not work since the 

flutes that he created this system for are based upon a 

different cirrangement of pitches. Nakai's system is 

particularly useful in flutes made by Ken Light and Scott E. 
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Loomis, to mention a few. 

In this tablature system, Nakai has created and notated 

a systematic succession of finger placements that is workeible 

for a large poirtion of the present-day end-blown Native 

American flutes. He utilizes the diatonic pitches of the E 

major scale, but commences the tablature system on the 

second scale degree, F| (Nakai, The Art 11). The key 

signature of E major is placed after the treble clef sign on 

the staff. The first whole note symbol of the tablature 

system is placed on the first space of the staff, the F 

space. This is the first note of the teiblature system and is 

labeled with a specific fingering - all fingers, whether 

using a six-hole or five-hole flute, depressed (Appendix, 

Figure 5). 

With specific regard to the six-hole flute, the next 

whole-note symbol is placed on the successive space instead 

of the next line. This is because mciny six-hole flutes are 

not capeible of performing a diatonic whole-step after the 

fundamental or tonic pitch. Instead, it plays a note that is 

a minor third from the fundamental. Afterwards, the usual 

succession of lines and spaces is obeyed, with each whole-

note symbol being paired with a specific fingering. After the 

initial skip of the minor third interval from the first to 

the second pitch of the system, the six-hole end-blown flute 

is able to play chromatically, extending to the distance of a 

third past the octave (Appendix, Figure 5). 
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The tablature system for the five-hole flute is similar 

to the system of the six-hole flute in terms of its basic 

range auid ability to perform chromatically. The difference 

arises in the five-hole flute's eibility to perform a diatonic 

whole-step after the fundamental pitch (Nakai, The Art 20). 

After this second whole-note symbol, the progression is 

chromatic like the six-hole flute (Appendix, Figure 6). 

A final difference between the two systems exists 

between the penultimate and final note of the five-hole 

flute's tablature system (Appendix, Figure 6). Instead of 

being chromatic, an interval of a perfect fifth is spanned 

(Nakai, The Art 20). This is quite different from the 

chromatic movement of the six-hole flute's tablature system 

(Appendix, Figure 5). 

A point of non-uniformity appears in the outward, 

physical features of the present-day end-blown Native 

American flutes. Like the flutes of the past, each maker puts 

decorations on the instrument according to his or her own 

inner sense of creativity. For instance, some flutes have 

beads and feathers attached to the laces that hold the wood 

block to the upper portion of the flute. Also, some meikers 

paint, etch, or delicately bum various designs onto the 

surface of the instrxament. In addition, the wood block 

designs are quite different from maker to maker in terms of 

shape and extravagance, although they are, for the most part, 

shaped like some sort of animal. Among the most popular wood 
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blcx:k shapes are the duck, bear, bison, loon, wolf, horse, 

and coyote. Much to the delight of flute buyers, iricuiy 

craftsmen allow the customer to chose the specifications of 

their flute, cind leave them devoid of extra decorations so 

that the owner can add these himself/herself. 

The resulting end-blown Native American flutes of today 

are quite beautiful. The craftsmanship is superb, both in 

aesthetic beauty and in terms of functionality. They are 

works of art that cire capaible of producing wonderful music. 

Many individuals have questioned the appropriateness of 

modernizing such an instrument as the Native American flute. 

Some people feel that because of its modernization, it has 

lost its sense of tradition eind meeining. In contrast, others 

adhere to the belief that the flute's modernization was 

inevitable, somewhat cikin to the gradual evolution of the 

European transverse flute. Since many Native American customs 

and traditions have been altered along the way to some degree 

in order to adjust to various societal conditions, it seems 

appropriate and natural that the flute tradition evolve to 

fit into today's world as well. Even though the instrument 

has been modernized in terms of construction, it can still be 

used in traditional ceremonies and rituals. The 

transfiguration of the end-blown flute does not weeiken its 

status and function, but strengthens it because it makes more 

people awcire of its past uses and meaning, and its current 

versatility and capabilities, thereby bringing more attention 
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and respect to the Native American community 
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CHAPTER 2: THE VERTICALLY HELD NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE - PAST 

TRADITION 

1. Myths 

Storytelling is an important aspect of Native American 

society. Through the telling of myths cind legends, the Native 

Americans leam the experienced-based moral lessons of the 

Ancient Ones, the mysterious ways of the Creator and how 

their way of life came to be, and they are socially 

entertained by the stories. Often times, myths euid legends 

explain the unexplainable to the Native American. This 

cincient, oral tradition is important and should not be taken 

lightly. These stories reveal much about Native Americans and 

their way of life, cind is invaluable to every individual of 

society, both Native American and Non-Native American, 

because of the helpful knowledge and cultural enlightenment 

embodied within each. 

The vertically held flute appeeurs prominently in 

numerous myths and legends of various tribes throughout the 

Southwestern United States. Many of the stories are similar 

from tribe to tribe, while some are unique to a specific 

community. Nevertheless, because of its repeated appearance 

in the myths of the Southwestern tribes, it can be inferred 

that the vertically held flute had significant meaning for 

these individuals. Thus, because such emphasis is placed upon 

the flute, its reputation as an instrument of substantial 

musical eind cultural value is firmly established, thereby 
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justifying further contemporaxy study of the instrument. 

Probcibly the most well-knovm myth employing the flute is 

that of Kokopelli and his counterpeurts. He is generally 

portrayed as a male, often phallically illustrated, with a 

hunched back and carrying a vertically held flute. The 

hunched back is explained in various ways, depending upon the 

tribe. Some say that Kokopelli is Ceirrying an cinimal or 

another person on his back, while other tribes explain it as 

a "ceremonial bustle," or a pack stuffed with various items 

for trade (Slifer 26). In some images, he is illustrated as 

having a malformed leg or foot. Kokopelli is depicted in 

pictographs (images that are painted or drawn upon rock 

surfaces) and petroglyphs (images that are etched or chiseled 

into the surface) all over the Southwestern United States. 

Kokopelli appears in rock art from around AD 200 to the 

sixteenth century (Young 5). Each rock art image of Kokopelli 

is unique (Appendix, Figure 7). He is shown in various 

positions, such as vertically upright, kneeling, squatting, 

and copulating (Slifer 17). Because of the popularity of the 

Kokopelli myth, his image has become a symbol closely 

associated with the Southwest and can be seen in shopping 

malls, in advertisements, cuid even as meui-made paintings 

along the highways, created to give the traveler another 

pleasant memory of the Southwest. 

Kokopelli and his flute are present in the myths of many 

Native Americcui tribes in the Southwest. Although the story 
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is somewhat similar from tribe to tribe in certain aspects, 

differences do arise. This is to be expected since each 

Native Americcua community has its ovm sense of individuality 

and creativity. 

Generally, Kokopelli is a traveler, carrying trade goods 

from tribe to tribe, bringing with him news and stories from 

other communities. He plays his flute loudly as he approaches 

each village, thereby indicating that he comes as a friend 

and means the people no harm (Young iii). 

Many other Native Americcin tribes, such as the Oraibi 

Hopi Village, the Navajo, the Mimbres, the San Ildefonso 

Pueblo, cind the Zuni, consider Kokopelli to be a figure 

associated with fertility, both in terms of the human body 

cind the fertility of the leind. He is defined as a bringer of 

rain for the crops, and a bringer of babies, thereby 

bestowing fertility upon both the land, and the people. 

Kokopelli's connection with human sexuality (i.e. 

fertility of the body) is illustrated in the myth told by 

people of the Oraibi Hopi village. These individuals explain 

Kokopelli's hunched back by stating that it is stuffed with 

clothing and moccasins made of the finest buckskin, goods 

that he intends to use in negotiations for brides (Young 18). 

In this myth, as well as in others, Kokopelli is depicted as 

a true Casanova, playing his flute to attract the females, 

often resulting in numerous children (Young 18). His 

reputation as a "bringer of babies" perhaps explains why he 
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is often shown in petroglyphs eind pictographs with an 

oversized phallus. 

To the Navajo, Kokopelli is also referred to as "Water 

Sprinkler" or To'nenili. Here, he is considered to be the 

bringer of rain, thereby ensdaling the crops to flourish. In 

short, he is affiliated with the propagation of crops, a 

figure representing fertility for the land. According to the 

Navajo, Kokopelli's distorted physical appeeirance (his 

malformed back) is due to the large amount of seeds that he 

is carrying. He brings these seeds for the people to ensure 

that they have healthy and abundant crops (Young 29). 

Conversely, some people say that his hiinched back is really a 

pack containing much needed water for the crops. Here, he 

tcikes water £ind "sprinkles" it over the seeds, bringing them 

to life, hence the name "Water Sprinkler" (Hill 20). The 

sacred water that he brings with him is from "rain, snow, 

lake water, spring water, and water from the four quarters of 

the world [Matthews, 1897]" (Hill 20). From either 

perspective, it is apparent that "Water Sprinkler"/ 

To'nenili/Kokopelli is tied to the concept of the land's 

continued fertility. 

Kokopelli also appears in the "Emergence" myth of the 

Mimbres Indicuis from the New Mexico area.. Here, he is 

described as em insect with a lump upon his back, comprised 

solely of seeds (Ceirr 11). Similar to many other tribes' 

description of Kokopelli, he is depicted in a phallic manner. 
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In this story, because of his actions and physical 

characteristics, Kokopelli eind his flute cire associated with 

the fertility of both the humein body, eind the lemd. In 

addition, his role, and the flute's role, in this story is 

even more significant because Kokopelli is responsible for 

leading the Mimbres to their present-day, eeirthly home. 

In this Mimbres myth, Kokopelli is referred to as 

Locust, an insect. Both Locust and Badger guide the people to 

this world (Ceirr 11). After arriving on this world. Locust 

leads the people on a journey to find a permcuient dwelling, 

performing upon his flute at the front of the procession 

(Carr 12). Eventually, the people find a desirable cirea of 

land that they wish to inhabit. Unfortunately, it is already 

taken by someone. Much to their dismay. Eagle confronts them, 

informing the group of people that this land belongs to him. 

With his keen eyes, he sees overwhelming disappointment on 

the faces of the people. Eagle then decides to let them 

occupy the land only if they prove to be worthy (Carr 12). 

After some deliberation. Eagle decides to specifically direct 

the challenge towards Locust. Eagle tells Locust that if he 

(Locust) shuts his eyes in fright when an arrow is thrust 

towcird his face, then the people must move on (Carr 12). 

Locust passes the test, much to the delight of the people. 

Eagle then pierces Locust's body with an arrow. Locust heals 

himself by playing a melody upon his flute (Carr 12). Based 

upon the heroic actions of Locust, Eagle allows the Mimbres 
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to stay in his land. Eagle graciously states that the people 

are very worthy and courageous (Carr 12). 

Interestingly, the portrayal of Kokopelli as Locust in 

this Mimbres myth gives credence to the beliefs of many who 

insist that he is em insect. This classification is based 

upon the frequent rock art depiction of Kokopelli with two 

antennae. Especially in the Four Comers area (Arizona, New 

Mexico, Utah, and Colorado), Kokopelli is seen in rock art in 

the horizontal position, legs pointing toward the sky, with 

two antennae-like protrusions emanating from his head (Hill 

21). To further support, the idea of Kokopelli as an insect. 

Locust, responsible for restoring health and sunny weather, 

as well as music, is the "patron of the Hopi Flute Societies" 

(Hill 22). 

To the individuals of the San Ildefonso Pueblo, 

Kokopelli is labeled as a bringer of fertility and productive 

crops, and as a musician. To illustrate the latter function 

of his existence, the Iximp on his back is said to contain a 

collection of songs which he disperses to the people in 

exchange for new songs from their village (Young 15). 

To the Zuni, Kokopelli or Chu'lu'laneh is a Rain Priest. 

The Zuni call him "Chu'lu'laneh" because that is "the name 

for the type of flute used by rain priests [Roberts, 1932]" 

in their ceremonies (Hill 20). His function is specific in 

this myth - to bring rain and fertility to the land. Using 

his flute, Chu'lu'laneh summons the rain clouds, commsmding 
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them to pour forth the water that the people need for their 

crops in order to survive (Slifer 20). In addition, he 

performs upon his flute to convince Winter to give way to 

Spring. While he plays his flute, the snow melts and the land 

begins to gain Weirmth from the sun (Slifer 20). 

Another myth incorporating the vertically held flute, 

but not directly associated with Kokopelli, is Paiyatemu of 

the Zuni legends. Like all myths within a community, there 

are often numerous versions of the same story. In one version 

of this myth, found in Gill and Sullivan's Dictionary of 

Native Americcin Mytholocrv. Paiyatemu is a clever, athletic 

young man who is extremely competitive in nature. Each day 

brings Paiyatemu sprinting past the abode of a family with 

eight daughters. These young women have corruption and 

depravement in their hearts. Because they are jealous of 

Paiyatemu and his great prowess as an athlete, they decide 

amongst themselves to pit one of them against Paiyatemu in a 

game. The young women chose the game of hide-and-seek. This 

game is not the simple child's version, with the loser 

returning home with a heavy heeirt. In this game, the loser 

pays with his or her life. As the contest begins, Paiyatemu 

and the chosen woman mentally select their secret hiding 

places. She chooses to conceal herself in a fluffy mass of 

clouds, cind she is successful because Paiyatemu is baffled as 

to her whereeibouts. Next, it is Paiyatemu's turn to shield 

himself from the woman's detection. Thinking he is quite 
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clever, Paiyatemu slides behind the sun. Much to his dismay, 

the young woman ascertains his location. The nefcurious woman 

sneaks up behind Paiyatemu and hacks his head from his 

shoulders. In addition, deciding that that is not enough 

punishment, she steals his heart from his chest, emd stashes 

Paiyatemu's body in a secret place. Satisfied, the woman and 

her seven siblings return to their home (Gill 232). 

After noticing that Paiyatemu has not come home from his 

adventures, his own sisters set out on a mission to find him. 

The women are distraught because they ceuinot locate their 

brother. Much to their relief, they receive aid from the 

animals in the area. After much searching, the women find his 

body and his heart. Next, one of Paiyatemu's sisters teikes 

his flute and begins to perform a sweet melody, with a 

different hued butterfly emerging from the end of the flute 

after the presentation of each love-filled pitch. A total of 

seven butterflies come forth from the end of the instrument, 

with the final one being Paiyatemu himself, beautifully 

decorated in a multitude of colors. Paiyatemu, incognito, 

then sets off in seeurch of the eight abhorrent young women. 

He flits and whirls around them, in the hope that they will 

chase after him. The women become mesmerized by the 

butterfly's beauty and begin to pursue Paiyatemu. As they are 

trying to capture the alluring butterfly, they take off their 

apparel in the hope of trapping the butterfly in the folds of 

cloth. Finally, the women give up and succumb to exhaustion. 
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As they eu:e sleeping, Paiyatemu turns into a man again auid 

begins to play his flute. As a result of his tuneful melody, 

each of the eight horrid women teJce the shape of a butterfly. 

These butterflies lack the beauty amd grace that Paiyatemu 

had when he was in that form. Instead, he turns the women 

into erratic butterflies, forever crazy in their flight. 

Before he returns to his home, Paiyatemu dispatches the 

butterflies to the four importcint directions. North, South, 

East, emd West, in order to bring the much needed moisture 

for the crops (Gill 232). 

Here, in this Zuni myth, the vertically held flute is 

woven into an elaborate moral tale. In the end, the ultimate 

function of the flute is to bring rain to the crops of the 

people so that they may nourish themselves. This is similar 

to the Kolcopelli myths that associate him with the bringing 

of rain for the crops, and thus food for the people. 

Another myth that deals with the vertically held Native 

Americcin flute, but not in association with Kokopelli, comes 

from the Tohono O'odham community (previously known as 

Papago). It is contained in Dean eind Lucille Saxton's book 

entitled O^othham Hnhn^ok A^aoitha; Legends and Lore of the 

Paoaao and Pima Indians. The title of this story is as 

follows: "How the Yaquis Won the Flute from Us." In this 

myth, a young mcin is greatly dishecirtened because he has lost 

his mate. No, his woman did not die; instead, he lost her 

through infidelity. The man suffers a great deal due to this 
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loss, although he does it in silence because it is not seemly 

for a man to wear his torment and melancholy on his sleeve 

for all to observe (Saxton 221). So enormous is the young 

man's grief that he sets out to find a way to ease his pain. 

He truly feels that misery must find a way out of his heart 

in order for him to be well again. Thus, he decides to make a 

device, a flute, that will imitate the crying melodies of the 

whip-poor-will. To relieve his despair and not be considered 

less than a man, he intends to pour his tearful sighs into 

the instnament so people will think that it is the sound of 

the whip-poor-will, eind not his cries. After he completes the 

flute, made of a reed, the young man finds a secret place and 

begins to perform his sad melodies. The people are not fooled 

auid they eagerly ask each other eibout this wondrous sound. 

Ultimately, the flute succeeds in easing his grief-stricken 

heart. The women of his tribe seek him out and ease his 

loneliness because they are attracted to his flute playing 

(Saxton 222). 

The music that the msin plays is also heard by other 

women from a nearby community. They are enchanted by his 

songs, which compels four sisters to set out on a journey to 

discover the music's origins. In their travels, they come 

across a coyote who hints to the women that it is he who is 

playing the beautiful music (Saxton 223). They also encounter 

four men from four separate communities, but continue on 

because the men do not possess the ability to create the 
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pretty songs. At last, the foiar women find the young Tohono 

O'odham mem with the flute. His heart is drawn to the 

youngest of the sisters, and he decides to marry her. Thus, 

he travels with her to her village, a Yaqui community, taking 

his flute with him. The last line of this Tohono O'odham 

story is as follows: "The Yaquis learned about the flute from 

us and we don't have the flute anymore" (Seucton 224). 

In this Tohono O'odham myth about the vertically held 

flute, we have a story that is quite different in function 

from the Kokopelli stories that deal with the feirtility of 

land and body. This story is more about the healing 

properties of the instnament, and about its ability to aid in 

the pursuit of love. 

The vertically held flute appears in another myth of the 

Tohono O'odham found in The Short Swift Time of Gods on 

Earth; The Hohokam Chronicles by Donald Bahr, Juein Smith, 

William Smith Allison, and Julian Hayden. The myth is called 

"Destruction Through Sex," and it is part of the tale of 

creation according to the Tohono O'odham. Like many myths, 

there are several versions told, depending upon the 

peirticulcir community. Interestingly, this story is eikin to 

the Biblical telling of God's destruction of the world via a 

great flood because of His displeasure at the peoples' 

actions. In this story, the event that causes such havoc is 

the absence of nine months between conception and the birth 

of a baby. Further disfavor results because a man gives birth 
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to a child through his penis (Bsihr et al. 67). 

The chciracters of this myth are Earth Doctor, Siuuhu, 

cind Coyote. According to Tohono O'odham mythology, Eeirth 

Doctor is a man who resides upon the earth, but is god-like 

in nature and abilities. This demigod is not the same as The 

Creator, but is simply a benign man-god made by The Creator. 

Earth Doctor is credited with creating "the eeirth.. .then the 

sun, moon, stars, Vulture, and the first humans..." (Bahr et 

al. 45). Siuvihu, also called "Elder Brother," and Coyote are 

also demigods that were conceived by the moon, earth, sky, 

and sun (Beihr et al. 45). 

In this story, because of their anger over the abhorrent 

actions of the people. Earth Doctor and Siuuhu give life to 

an extraordineirily attractive mem. They instruct him to 

travel from village to village, and meike love to young girls, 

causing them to give birth within that night. One evening, 

the magnificent looking man selects the daughter of a great 

medicine man. The medicine man knows what the three demigods 

axe up to and therefore decides to aid in their penalization 

of the world. He decides to use his powers to cause this 

handsome man to have the child himself (Bahr et al. 69). The 

next day a child axrives, given birth to by the man. As a 

result, a monstrous flood occurs, with the origin of the many 

waters being from the tears of the abnormally created child. 

The three demigods survive this horrific disaster because of 

their precautionary actions. At the time of the flood. Earth 
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Doctor stuffs himself into his very own cane or staff that he 

keeps with him. Siuuhu places himself into a jeur-like 

container, while Coyote wiggles into his flute made of bamboo 

(Bahr et al. 67). When the flood waters recede, the three 

demigods free themselves from their safety vessels, with 

Siuuhu emerging first (Bahr et al. 68). Because of this, he 

attains the higher status among the three. As in the Biblical 

version of the flood, a rainbow appears, a pictorial reminder 

that a flood of this magnitude shall never again surmount the 

earth (Beihr et al. 74). 

The function of the flute in this Tohono O'odham myth is 

quite different from those previously stated. Although the 

story involves the topics of humeua sexuality and rain, the 

flute is not specifically associated with the fertility of 

the human body, or the land. Here, it is employed by a 

demigod as a vessel to preserve his life from the great 

flood. In the end, the flute is somewhat affiliated with the 

concept of fertility because it keeps Coyote from harm like 

the womb protects a baby. In addition, when Coyote comes 

forth from the flute after the flood, it can be equated with 

the birth of a child. 

The vertically held flute also appears in a story of the 

Apache. This ancient story is called "The Flute Player." The 

following is a summarization of the legend as described in 

the book entitled The Flute Player; An Apache Folktale by 

Michael Lacapa. In this story, a young man and a young woman 
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become attracted to each other while pairticipating in a 

social dance in their village. The msui is a flute player. The 

young womeui tells the man that if he performs a melody for 

her upon his flute, and it is pleasing to her ear, she will 

send to him a sign indicating her delight. She states that 

she will drop a beautiful leaf in the river. The next day she 

heeurs the young man playing upon his flute, emd she sends him 

a pretty leaf via the river. The man sees the leaf eind knows 

that the woman is pleased with his melody. 

Because he is of age, a man from his family (his 

father's brother) comes to teach the young man the ways of 

the hunter. On the day that the man and his tutor go hunting, 

the woman goes to the same area as the previous day, in the 

hope of heeiring the lovely flute melody again. Much to her 

dismay, she only experiences silence. Unfortunately, the 

young woman is ignorant of the young man's hunting 

expedition. The womeui soon dies from a broken heart, for 

she believes that the cibsence of the flute melody is because 

the young man is no longer interested in her. 

A few days later, the man comes home from a successful 

hunting adventure and immediately goes to the river to play 

his flute for his sweetheart. To his chagrin, he sees no leaf 

in the water. He repeats his melodic efforts the next day, 

only to again find no leaf from the young woman. Soon, the 

man is told that his sweetheart is dead. With a heavy heart, 

he goes to her burial place and plays his flute for her. 
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Afterweirds, the young msui is no longer seen in the village, 

cuid is never hecurd from again. Now, when the wind blows 

through the trees, and leaves float by on the water, it is 

known by all that the young man's flute melody is still 

enjoyed by his sweethesirt. Here, in this particular story, 

the vertically held flute is associated with matters of the 

heart. It functions as cin integral part of the courtship 

process within the Apache tribe. 

In another myth, the vertically held flute appears in 

association with the attainment of fire for the people. This 

myth comes from the Sierra Nevada Miwok Indians, and is 

detailed in the book entitled Califomian Indian Niahts 

Entertainments compiled by Edweird W. Gifford cind Gwendoline 

Harris Block. In this story, the Miwok people cire very 

dissatisfied with their way of life. This is because they 

have no way to warm themselves at night, and they are tired 

of eating raw provisions. Miraculously, a member of the Miwok 

community ascertains that a nearby tribe has something that 

makes their lives easier and happier. The innovative item is 

called "fire," and it warms the people at night and cooks 

their food as well (Gifford 63). The Miwok tribe desperately 

wants this thing called "fire" to improve their lives. The 

people assemble to discuss the matter of acquiring this boon. 

Finally, they decide to send someone to rob this other 

village of their fire. The people choose the flute player 

whose name is Tol'-le-loo, the White-Footed Mouse. Mouse sets 
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out for the other village with the hope of capturing this 

much desired item. As he travels, a plan tedces shape in 

Mouse's mind. He decides to play a lullaby upon his flute, 

made of the wood from the Elderberry tree, so that the people 

with the fire will slip into sliamber. Mouse is successful 

because the people drift off to sleep. Seeing a window of 

opportunity, he packs the hot coals into his musical 

instrument and heads for home (Gifford 64). Mouse arrives 

home and the people cure happy that they now have fire. 

In this myth concerning the flute, its role is notably 

distinctive. Here, it is not associated with courting, the 

fertility of the land, rain, or hxaman sexuality, as seen in 

the previously described stories. Instead, it is associated 

with something that is necesseiry for the people to thrive. 

The flute is utilized in the endeavor to obtain fire, an 

essential element to the people. Thus, its importance in this 

story is well-illustrated. 

The vertically held flute also appears in a modernized 

myth retold by the author Peter Blue Cloud. Of Mohawk 

heritage. Blue Cloud, or Aroniawenrate, is a significant 

contemporcLcy Native American author, having written such 

works as: The Other Side of Nowhere; Contemporary Coyote 

Tales; Sketches in Winter, With Crows; The Paranoid 

Foothills: A Work of Fiction; Turtle. Bear and Wolf; White 

Corn Sister; and Elderberry Flute Song; Contemporary Coyote 

Tales. A trademark of his literciry works is the frequent 
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appearance of the character called Coyote. Coyote appears in 

numerous myths and legends of the Native Americans of the 

Southwestern United States. 

In the short poem "Elderberry Flute Song," from the book 

entitled Elderberry Flute Song; Contemixirarv Coyote Tales, 

Blue Cloud pairs the vertically held flute with the mythical 

character of Coyote. The importeuice of the flute is apparent 

in this poem, in that the world is created by the song that 

Coyote plays upon his flute. The poem begins with Coyote 

resting upon a large rock, contemplating the beauty of the 

world, and its natural elements. The birth of life in the 

world through the vertically held flute is depicted in the 

final portion of Blue Cloud's "ElderberiY Flute Song": 

He (Coyote) raised the flute to his lips 

sweetened by springtime 

and slowly played a note 

which hung for many seasons 

cibove Creation. 

And Creation was content 

in the knowledge of music. 

The singular note drifted 

far eind away 

in the mind of Creation, 

to become a tiny roundness. 

And this roundness stirred 
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to open, newborn eyes 

and gazed with wonder 

at its own birth. 

Then note followed note 

in a melody which wove 

the fabric of first life. 

The sun gave Wcirmth 

to waiting seedlings, 

and thus were bom 

the vast multitudes 

from the song 

of a flute. (137-138) 

Myths cuid stories were, and still are, quite importeint 

to the world of the Native American. They function as sources 

of behavioral instruction, history, and entertainment. 

Because it is apparent in many of the stories of the Native 

Americcins of the Southwest, it Ccui be discerned that the 

vertically held flute was, and is, important to these 

individuals. It was a representation of fertility of the body 

cuid land, humein sexuality, courtship, and other things 

crucial to the peoples' existence - all important factors in 

the circle of life. Because of the importance placed upon the 

flute in this selection of myths, the instrtiment's status has 

been established in terms of cultural significance, which 

sets the stage for future exploration and expsinsion. 
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2. Ceremonial Functions 

The importance of the vertically held flute to the 

Native Americeuis of the Southwest is further exemplified by 

its significant presence in a multitude of ancient ceremonies 

cuid rituals. The function of the flute varies from ceremony 

to ceremony, and from tribe to tribe. In some rituals and 

ceremonies, the flute is simply decorative, while in others 

it performs an integral function. Because the flute does 

appear in mainy of the significant ceremonies of the Native 

Americans in this geographical area, its importance is well-

illustrated, thereby imparting a sense of justification for 

further study of the instrument. 

The vertically held flute appears in various Kachina 

ceremonies of the Native American tribes of the Southwestern 

United States. Kachinas are present in all of the Pueblo 

tribes in the Southwest, but the bulk of them eire in the Zuni 

cind Hopi communities (Bahti 39). Amazingly, the Hopi possess 

cibout two hundred and fifty different Kachinas in their 

ceremonies, but not all have the same importance (Bahti 39). 

The concept of the Kachina ceremony manifested among the 

Pueblo tribes of the Southwest in the fourteenth centuiry 

(Slifer 123). In the Pueblo religion, as well as in the 

religions of other Southwestern tribes, a Kachina has a very 

specific and importeint function. Basically, a Kachina is a 

spirit of an ancestor who has crossed over to the Otherworld. 

This ancestral spirit is represented by a human dressed in an 
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elaborate costume and a mask. The Kachina is a general 

portrayal of the spiritual essences of respected, deceased 

individuals, the creatures of the world, and vegetation 

(Baiiti 39). During the ceremony, the spirit of the Kachina is 

said to be embodied within the human who is representing the 

Kachina (Bahti 39). The people of the tribe direct their 

prayers towcird the human Kachina, in the hope that, through 

him, their hopes will be indicated to the represented spirit 

(Bahti 39). For six months out of every year, the Kachinas 

remain with the tribe, living the rest of the year in their 

Otherworld home. 

The Hopi Kachina, named Kuwaan Kokopelli, is 

specifically affiliated with sexual intercourse, or the 

fertility of the human body (Hill 22). His other names are 

"Colored Assassin" and "Robber Fly Kachina." The latter name 

is due in part to his resemblance to the robber fly or 

assassin fly. Physically, the robber fly possesses an arched 

or hunched back and an elongated extension protruding from 

its mouth (Hill 22). Thus, the physical association of the 

robber fly to Kuwaan Kokopelli is an easy one to make. It is 

called the robber fly because it customcorily steals and 

consximes the young of other insects. In addition, the robber 

fly continuously reproduces, another trait of the mythical 

Kokopelli that exemplifies his association with fertility 

(Hill 22). This Kachina, during his own unique, ceremonial 

musical performaince, often seeks the use of the flute of 
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another Hopi Kachina, Lenang, the Flute Kachina (Hill 22). 

Lencing appears in ceremonies cuid performs upon his flute in 

order to aid in the bringing of rain for the Icind. He too 

possesses a hunched back. 

The Zuni have a flute Kachina, simileu: to the Hopi's 

Kuwaan Kokopelli and Lenang, called Paiyatemu or Nepayatamu. 

Like Lenang, he plays a flute, but he is not humpbacked. The 

Kachina Paiyatemu is principally associated with flowers, 

beautiful melodies, comely butterflies, and poetry (Schaafsma 

118). As stated earlier in this chapter, Paiyatemu and his 

flute sure quite significant in the mythology of the Zuni 

tribe. Similar to his role in the myth, his primary 

ceremonial function is directly connected to the fertility of 

the land. In this instance, Paiyatemu's function is to 

perform upon his flute in order to bring back the sun's 

warmth from its Winter home (Gill 232). In addition, this 

Kachina plays upon his flute as the people sing songs to 

bring healthy crops (Gill 232). 

The Zuni have an additional Kachina that shares 

similarities with the Hopi's Kuwaan Kokopelli and Lenang. 

This Kachina is called Ololowishkya. His physical features 

differ from the Hopi version in that he does not have a 

malformed back. He carries and performs upon a flute, is 

phallically depicted, and is associated with the 

productiveness of the crops and the people (Slifer 130). 

Ololowishkya appears in a celebration that designates the 
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conclusion of the Summer season (Gill 362). During his 

portion of the celebration, Ololowishkya urinates into a huge 

bowl filled with finely ground com (Gill 362). It is mixed 

and then given out to the people of the village. This dough

like mixture represents something very importcint to the 

people - fertility. The people take this gift, given to them 

by the Kachina, cind bxiry it in their individual crop fields, 

or they put it in a special area of their home (Gill 362). 

The vertically held flute also appeeirs in rituals and 

ceremonies that are not associated directly with Kachinas. 

The importance of the flute within each ceremony varies. In 

some, the flute is the basis of the entire event. In 

contrast, in other ceremonies, the flute is simply present to 

provide decorative background music. 

An instance where the vertically held flute is highly 

significant is in a ceremony of the Jemez. The Jemez tribe is 

a branch of the Pueblo Indians, eind is found in the areas of 

New Mexico, Arizona, Utcih, and Southern Colorado. Among the 

Jemez, the flute has an importcunt duty in a ceremony called 

the Flute Daince. This celebratory observation belongs to both 

of the Women's Societies of the Jemez, cuid is associated with 

the propagation of the crops (Parsons, Pueblo Indian 2.1: 

675). The following is a brief sxHtimation of the Jemez Flute 

Dance witnessed by Elsie Clews Peirsons on September 17, 1921. 

The ceremony commences with a festive procession that 

enters the community, physically guided by a male flute 
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player (an affiliate of the Sun Society), and another man 

whose function is to speckle the ground with finely ground 

com meal. Following these leaders are two congregations of 

people, the hetsapayesh cind the kilitspayesh (the Women's 

Societies), a banner Ccirrier, cuid three singers from the Sun 

Society (Parsons, Pueblo Indian 2.1; 681). All of the members 

of the procession cire admirably dressed, although the male 

members of the entourage ars arrayed more elaborately. In 

addition, each man of the procession, except for the flute 

player, is in possession of a bountiful com stalk (Pcirsons, 

Pueblo Indian 2.1: 682). The women carry baskets of food and 

com stalks as well. 

Throughout the ceremony, the procession makes three 

stops. At each of these places, the people celebrate by 

singing and dancing in place. In addition, at each of these 

stationary points, Vcirious clowns come forth to sing, dance, 

and verbally spout funny anecdotes. The clowns sore not just 

for entertainment purposes. They eire an integral part of the 

ceremony and eire often, in their actions, associated with the 

four important directional areas - North, South, East, cuid 

West. The clowns eure located in and/or approach from these 

cureas. At the first stop, the women drop their baskets of 

food inside the dance circle and brandish their com stalks 

in an undulating meunner. The people dance in place and sing 

to the accompaniment of a drum, while a featured group of 

individuals form a line and turn to face the East, and then 
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the West, while they deince. This process is repeated at the 

second stopping juncture, but this time a different line of 

individuals perform a special dance, facing the North this 

time (Parsons, Pueblo Indian 2.1: 683). 

The significance of the flute manifests during the third 

stationary point of the celebration. During this portion of 

the Flute Dance, a procession of honored male elders of the 

tribe (chiefs) approaches and throws finely ground com meal 

in the direction of the beinner carrier eind the flute player. 

Afterwards, these men remove themselves a small distcince away 

from the flutist cind b£inner ceurrier, moving toward the four 

important directions - North, South, East, and West. Next, 

the clowns assemble themselves. After singing and deincing in 

a circle, they dust the end of the flute player's instrument, 

and his shoulders, with bits of com meal. Then, a designated 

clown steps forth and intones a lengthy prayer (Parsons, 

Pueblo Indian 2.1: 684). The rest of the day brings great 

celebration by the people, with an abundance of dancing in 

which all can peirticipate. The clowns are idle for most of 

this, eating and sorting through the rewards that they have 

been given for their efforts. 

The Flute Dance is concluded in the evening by the group 

of male elders as they come forth and toss com meal in the 

direction of each line dancer (Parsons, Pueblo Indian 2.1: 

685). Finally, the flute player, banner ceirrier, and singers 

form a line and slowly depart the village. They disappear 
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into the night while singing ever so quietly. 

In this ceremony, the flute's importance to the Jemez in 

regeird to the fertility of the land is cleeurly evident. The 

role of the flute is extensive in that it, eind the flute 

player, are a representation of a successful hairvest. Elsie 

Clews Pcursons describes a Jemez flute used in this 

celebration in her book entitled The Pueblo of the Jemez. 

According to Peirsons, it is vertically held, intricately 

decorated with pictures, and approximately twenty-four and 

one fourth inches in length (85). 

The veirtically held flute has another ceremonial use 

among the Jemez. In addition to its employment in the Flute 

Dance which occurs in the Fall, the flute is played during 

the Summer at the rain ceremonies. The flutist plays at these 

ceremonies in order to bring forth the dyasa or "rain people" 

(Parsons, The Pueblo 122). The "rain people" are called upon 

in this ceremony to pour forth the water that is needed to 

nourish the crops. Thus, the flute's importance, and 

association with the fertility of the land, is further 

exemplified within this particulcir tribe. 

The Hopi Flute Ceremony is one of the most venerable and 

well-known of the tribe's ceremonies. It is a Summer 

ceremony, taking place in August, that is staged every other 

year. In the odd numbered year that the Flute Ceremony does 

not take place, the Sneike-Antelope Ceremony is celebrated. 

Essentially, the Flute Ceremony is an actuation of the 
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peoples' "Emergence" from, ancient times to the present 

(Waters 211). Another goal, one that is shared by the Snake-

Antelope Ceremony, is to aid in the seasonal development of 

the tribe's crops. Also, in both ceremonies, the individuals 

pray for the final rains of the hot season "so that the 

flooded washes will deposit chivokya or new soil in which the 

people can put in a second planting of com" (Waters 210). If 

the ceremony does not yield the desired result, the 

ceremonial leaders are frowned upon, with the people 

believing that they did not have the proper honor and respect 

behind their actions (Waters 210). There seems to be a 

rivalry between the leaders of the Flute and Snake-Antelope 

Societies because each boasts of their superior ability in 

evoking rain for the crops (Coolidge 140). 

In the Hopi Flute Ceremony, there sire two societies 

involved - the Gray or Drab Flute Society and the Blue Flute 

Society. Between the two, the Gray Flute Society is more 

powerful or prestigious. During this sixteen day ceremony, 

the two Flute Societies work separately, only coming together 

in the outdoors on the final day (Waters 211). The Gray Flute 

Society holds their sacred festivities in the abode of its 

priest. In contrast, the Blue Flute Society carries out their 

rituals in kivas (Waters 211). The kiva is a hallowed alcove, 

round or square in shape. Traditionally, it is built in such 

a way that entry is only possible via a ladder that hangs 

down from an opening in the ceiling. The Hopi Flute Ceremony 
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is celebrated by the members of the Flute Societies only, 

with regulcir members of the tribe allowed to watch on the 

final day. 

As stated earlier, the entire ceremony takes sixteen 

days to complete. It is an intricate and very reverent 

ritual. The sixteen days eire broken up into segments 

according to specific events that take place. For example, 

the construction and assembly of the two societies' altars 

takes place in the first eight days (Waters 212). While both 

of the Flute Societies' altars are similar in construction, 

each alteir contains details that reveal its ownership. The 

altar of the Blue Flute Society contains elaborate symbols 

that are engraved into the wood of the altar. Some of these 

designs cire clouds, and intimidating flashes of lightening 

which are the hue of blue, thereby indicating that the altar 

belongs to the Blue Flute Society (Waters 211). Some items 

that cire situated upon the altar include: a container of 

water from the sacred Flute Spring; four multicolored ears of 

corn, displayed in a memner illustrating the four importeint 

directions of North, South, East, and West; three icons 

"representing the Flute deity suid his male eind female 

aspects"? various statues of femcy, foreign birds; and a pair 

of blue reeds, each bent in the shape of a circle (Waters 

211). The Gray Flute Society's altar is analogous to the Blue 

Society's altar except that the paint used is gray, not blue. 

Another contrast is that the Gray Society's altar is situated 
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upon an oimate sandpainting which contains illustrations of 

lightening, the earth, and rain clouds (Waters 211). 

After the eight days of altar construction, the two 

Flute Societies take one day to bring into their midst new 

participants (Bahti 43). A ceremony is held by the combined 

Flute Societies to acknowledge and sanctify the admission of 

these individuals. The initiates are male, usually the sons 

of current members. 

Even though the priests of both Flute Societies pray 

throughout the entire sixteen day event, the remaining four 

days are dedicated to intense prayer and supplication. Upon 

the arrival of the ceremony's last day, the two Flute 

Societies finally join forces, breaking away from their 

former ceremonial isolationism (Waters 213). Both societies 

converge upon, and consecrate, the sacred Flute Spring (Bahti 

43). The label "Flute Spring" is somewhat misleading because 

it involves more than one body of water. In actuality, it 

"comprises two sites and four pools," each with a separate 

identity and/or function (Waters 213). The ceremony that 

tcdces place at the Flute Spring is quite symbolic, and very 

beautiful, in that it represents the "Emergence" of the 

people from their ancient existence to their present-day 

world (Waters 213). 

Following the physical reenactment of the peoples' 

"Emergence" at the Flute Spring, the two Flute Societies form 

a procession and proceed toward their home. In this 
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procession, the Gray Flute Society is in front of the Blue 

Flute Society. At the head of this parade of people are a 

pair of young girls, called Flute Maidens, brcindishing "small 

reed rings on slender rods" (Bahti 43). As the group of 

people move toweurd their village, the priest from the Gray 

Flute Society sprinkles the earth with com meal, drawing the 

shape of a cloud (Bahti 43). Into these cloud pictures is 

thrown the Flute Maidens' little reed rings (Bahti 43). When 

the entourage reaches the village, songs core sung to the 

accompaniment of the flute (Bahti 43). At the same time, the 

priest from the Gray Flute Society prays. The conclusion of 

the ceremony is marked by the symbolic sprinkling of water, 

euid by further prayers from the priest. 

In this highly detailed ceremony, the vertically held 

flute, made of a reed, is associated with the fertility of 

the land. In peirticulcir, it is used to help the crops to 

ripen, in the calling of rain, and in the celebration of the 

"Emergence" of the people. All of these functions are 

important to the existence of the tribe. The flute is an 

integral pgirt of this ceremony, so much so that the event 

itself is labeled as the "Hopi Flute Ceremony." 

An additional Hopi flute ceremony occurs during the 

Winter months. This meeting of the Flute priests is called 

the Winter Flute Paholawu. In a similar manner to the grander 

Hopi Flute Ceremony of the Summer, this compressed observance 

takes place in the even numbered years, with the equivalent 
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Snake-Antelope Ceremony meeting in the odd nxambered years 

(Fewkes 31). 

The Winter Flute Paholawu is not as long, or as 

involved, as the more extravagant Simmer Hopi Flute Ceremony. 

This particular event lasts for only one day euid takes place 

inside a kiva (Fewkes 31). Here, the ceremony's simplicity is 

illustrated by the fact that there is no elaborate altar and 

no celebratory dancing, with only the occasional 

materialization of the Flute Kachina to add ornament to the 

festivity (Fewkes 31). Additional ceremonial items that are 

present include prayer sticks and the "sacred badges of the 

Flute chief... the Bear chief... eind the speaker chief..." 

(Fewkes 31). During this ceremony, the priests gather 

themselves eiround the sacred badges and the vessel of prayer 

sticks (Fewkes 32). Then, the group sings specific songs, 

melodically supported by a flute, cmd rhythmically 

accompanied by a rattle (Fewkes 32). While singing, vcurious 

sacred items are dusted with com meal. The ceremony 

concludes with the Flute priests smoking vaurious pipes 

(Fewkes 32). 

The flute enters this ceremony at an important juncture. 

It is first heard melodically supporting the songs, which eire 

sung during the significemt and sacred com meal dispersal. 

Thus, we see the importance of the flute in its association 

with the fertility of the land and its crops. 

Among the Yaqui Indians, the vertically held flute is 
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utilized during a cerCTiony called Deer Dance. The role of the 

flute in this situation is purely decorative in nature, 

although the importeuice of the ceremony itself is substeintial 

to the continued prospering of the people. In this instance, 

the vertically held flute is employed as musical 

accompcuiiment. 

The intention of this ceremony is to pay sincere homage 

to the deer, hoping that the animal will not refuse to give 

up its life for the good of the people (Bcihti 56). There are 

four musiciauis used during this ceremony, euid each performs 

upon multiple instruments. These individuals sing songs about 

past deer hunts, beat upon both a waterdrum and a normal drum 

covered with animal skin, articulate rhythm with "rasping 

sticks," and perform upon a flute constructed of bamboo 

(Bahti 55). The role of the flute player is to accompany the 

singing. 

A group of dancers, referred to as "Pascolas," meaning 

"the old men of the fiesta," amuse the onlookers with comical 

anecdotes and stories (Bahti 55). In addition, these men 

perform their own pcirticular dance during the ceremony. They 

are adorned with rattles that provide an interesting rhythniic 

accompciniment to their movements, and facial masks 

constructed of wood (Bahti 56). After the performance of the 

Pascola dancers is completed, a solo dancer appecirs disguised 

as a deer. He deinces in a manner that resembles the graceful 

gestures of the deer. Through his dcunce, he pays respect to 
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the animal, asking it to give up its life so that the people 

may thrive. 

The vertically held flute is additionally used in a 

religious context among the Yaqui Indians. Although it is not 

the basis of the ceremony, it does have cui important 

function. Here, the flute is used as a musical accompaniment 

to a significant religious ceremony of the Lenten Season. 

The Yaqui Indieins adhere to meiny Catholic observances, 

such as the Way of the Cross. This is a Catholic ceremony 

held during Lent that recounts the sentencing of Christ to 

death. His Ccirrying of the cross, Christ's crucifixion, and 

eventual death. During this ceremony in the Catholic church, 

the priest goes from one area to the next, called "stations," 

praying cind telling the progressive story of Christ on His 

way to be crucified. The Yaqui go through this ceremony on 

all the Fridays during Lent, with the exclusion of the final 

Friday (Bogan 25). 

While the meaning and gestures of the Yaqui ceremony are 

akin to the Catholic version, some obvious differences cire 

apparent. In this instance, a group of people is assembled to 

lead this ceremony, with an individual carrying a cross at 

the front of the procession. This is a leirge cross and is 

shouldered by a man, emulating the journey of Christ. The 

group of people, called, the Procession of the Faithful, 

follow behind the cross bearer as they move from station to 

station, areas assembled prior to the onset of Lent (Bogan 
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27). Also, an icon of Christ's mother, the Virgin Mary, is 

supported by eight, veiled female members of the Procession 

of the Faithful, called La Compania de Jesus (Bogan 27). In 

accompaniment to this procession are the musicians - a 

drummer and a flute player. During this holy ceremony, the 

drummer and the flutist provide instrumental accompaniment to 

the singers as they travel from station to station (Bogan 

29). 

The ceremony is noisily interrupted about half-way 

through by the appearcince of the Fciriseos. The flute 

introduces their arrival by playing extremely high, unsavory 

pitches (Bogein 30). The Fariseos have come to disrupt the 

ceremony. They "represent the soldiers of Pilate, the 

Pharisees,.. .the persecutors of the Christ" (Bogcin 30). This 

group of people follows the Procession of the Faithful from 

station to station. When both groups assemble at the same 

station, the Fariseos ceirry on in such a bothersome manner in 

the hope of flustering the Procession of the Faithful (Bogan 

33). As the procession heads to the altar after the last 

station, the Fariseos try to obstruct the Procession of the 

Faithful, but they are ignored (Bogan 34). 

3. Non-Ceremonial Functions 

In comparison to the ancient ceremonial uses of the 

vertically held flute in the Southwestern United States, the 

instrument's primitive non-ceremonial utilization is somewhat 

limited and not as intricate. There are three primary non-
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ceremonial functions of the vertically held flute; self-

amusement, courting, eind utiliteirian. Not every Native 

Americcin community employs the flute in the same manner. 

In terms of self-amusement, the vertically held flute is 

utilized to pass the time, or to explore one's own 

creativity. Among the Apache, males often perform upon their 

flutes, constructed of cane, purely for their own 

entertainment (Ferg 162). 

In the courting process, the vertically held flute has 

an important role. Often times, a male admirer will perform 

covert melodies upon his flute to indicate various messages 

to a certain female. These messages may say to the woman that 

the young meui is interested in her. The flute player's songs 

may indicate his passion and desire for her. In addition, the 

melodies that he plays for his sweetheart may direct her to 

meet him at a certain place so that they may talk to one 

another. The melodies that cire played upon the flute in this 

context are very personal and individualistic. They hold the 

musical thumb print of the flute player. An example of the 

vertically held flute used in the courting process meinifests 

among the Apache. Here, the flute is employed mainly for the 

wooing of women (Ferg 162). In addition, the Yuman men of 

California perform love songs upon their flutes, constructed 

of reed, to let a young woman know that she is desired by him 

(Wallaschek 48). 

Utilitarian music is music that is used "to achieve 
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certain results, whether it be to appease gods, accOTipany 

ceremonies, or alleviate boredom or stress" (O'Brien 9). Much 

of Native Americeui music is utiliteurian in nature. The 

vertically held flute can be seen in this context among the 

Navajo. For example, the flute is often used to establish a 

rhythm for the people while they grind their com (Kluckhom 

33). Also, the Pueblo Indicins play the flute to greet 

visitors eind to escort them into the village (Rainer. 

Telephone interview. 1 July 1996). 

As illustrated by the above myths, ceremonial, and non-

ceremonial examples, the vertically held flute was quite 

importeuit in its function and what it represented. Based upon 

its past importcince and significance, it is only natural to 

continue emd expcind upon its tradition. Today, that is 

exactly what is occurring. The vertically held flute is 

emerging from a historically rich mythical, ceremonial, and 

social tradition, cind is establishing an innovative musical 

movement within today's world. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE END-BLOWN NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE - PRESENT 

TRADITION 

1. Introduction 

The vertically held flute established itself in ancient 

times as an instrxament of significauit worth to the Native 

Americans of the Southwestern United States. This was 

achieved primarily through its use in ceremonies cind social 

activities, and via its representational importance within 

vcirious myths. Its function and symbolism were an integral 

peirt of Native Americeui culture. Because of this, the flute 

possesses a rich historical, cultural foundation which serves 

as a wonderful point of departure for further exploration and 

expcinsion. The Native American flute has much to give to 

society, both in terms of culture and musicality. 

At one time, the Native American flute tradition nearly 

became extinct. This was due in part to the United States 

government's attempt to extinguish Native Americeai traditions 

and beliefs. Flute playing was just one of the Native 

American practices neeurly lost. But like many other customs 

it survived, despite numerous attempts at suppression. 

Fortunately, there has been a recent genesis of interest 

in the Native American flute in its contemporary form (the 

Plains courting flute). It is now collectively referred to as 

the end-blown Native American flute. The interest in this 

instrument is shcired by msiny individuals all over the world, 

regardless of cultural heritage. 
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The populsurity of the end-blovm flute is growing, day by 

day. It is heeird in television programs and commercials, on 

movie soundtracks, and in record stores all over the world. 

It is an instrxament that holds great intrigue for many 

people. Its unique, aesthetically beautiful timbre, technical 

capabilities, and Native American cultural significance, is 

leading to its establishment as an instr\ament of great 

musical worth. 

2. The Elevation of the Flute's Status 

a. Improved Construction and Tuning 

The end-blown Native American flute is gaining 

prominence and exposiare in today's society in mciny ways. A 

primary reason for this is due to the instnament's improved 

construction and movement toward steindardization in tuning. 

The quality of the flutes being made today is first rate. 

This is because of the technologically advanced tools now 

available, such as wood lathes cind specialized boring tools. 

Present-day craftsmen have access to tools that enable them 

to create instruments that are consistent in length, width, 

diameter, thickness of the instriament's wall, etc. The flute 

makers carefully measure these things to ensure that there is 

relative uniformity from instrument to instrument. 

A result of this attempt at uniformity in construction 

is the movement toward the standardization of the instrument 

in terms of tuning. This enables the end-blown flute to 

perform with standard European instmaments, such as the 
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flute, clcurinet, guitar, etc., although the intonation is 

sometimes imprecise. In addition, it allows for a multitude 

of end-blovm flutes to perform together without the 

occurrence of complete tonal chaos. The craftsmen are now 

able to produce flutes that eire close in terms of pitch 

production. They precisely measure and drill the finger 

holes, thereby producing a scale that is compatible with the 

scales of standard European instruments. This is done with 

the assistcince of an electronic chromatic tuner to ensure 

that the notes produced are in tune. Through much trial and 

error, numerous flute meikers have come up with dimensions 

that yield a scale that allows the end-blown flute to play 

notes familicir to already estciblished European instrxments. 

More specifically, the end-blown flutes that cire being 

produced today cire capsible of performing pitches that have 

the same cycles per second that other standcird instnaments 

possess when using an electronic tuner for comparison. 

Although there is still diversity in construction from 

maker to maker with regard to materials, actual construction 

techniques and secrets, and physical appearance, one concept 

is being shared by many - the construction of the flute in 

such a manner that it can be easily combined with standard 

Europeein instriiments in musical ensemble settings. This 

movement toward a standardization in tuning is achieved 

through adherence to the European standard of tuning (A=440). 

The result is an instrment that can perform both 
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diatonically and chromatically in a manner somewhat similar 

to European instnuaents, although the range of the end-blown 

flute is nowhere close to that of European instruments. For 

example, the European transverse flute is able to play a 

reinge of slightly more than three octaves, whereas the end-

blown flute's reuige spans approximately an octave plus a 

third. 

R. Carlos Nakai has developed physical measurements that 

have improved upon the flute's ability to play compatibly 

with stcindard European instruments. Bom in 1946 (Flagstaff, 

Arizona), Nakai is of Navajo-Ute heritage. He possesses 

extensive training in art music. He is a Classically trained 

trumpet player, and has a profound background in both Music 

Theory and Music History. In addition, Nakai has two college 

degrees, a Bachelor of Science in Education and a Master of 

Arts (American Indian Studies). Because of his significant 

endeavors in many areas of study, including music. Northern 

Arizona University bestowed upon him an honorary doctorate 

degree. He begcin to perform upon the end-blown Native 

American flute around 1972, although he was aware of the 

instriament much eeirlier (Nakai, Ncikai; Native Americcin n. 

pag.). Since then, Nakai has elevated the status of the end-

blown flute through performances, workshops, interviews, and 

recordings within the world of Native American music, as well 

as Anglo music. 

Nakai has a distinctive style of playing. It is very 
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indicative of his musically individualistic and creative 

nature. While he does play and compose traditional and 

popular songs that eire notated, much of his musical output is 

improvisational (Feest 48). As a result, his flute music is 

free-flowing, spontaneous, cind is devoid of the rigidity that 

often accompcuiies highly constructed music. 

Nakai has aided the movement toweurd standardization of 

the end-blown Native Americeui flute with his careful 

resesarch, and through ein abundeuice of trial and error. After 

extensive study of veirious instruments, such as the European 

flute, whistles, and the pipe organ, NeJcai began madcing his 

own end-blown flutes (Feest 47). He came up with measurements 

of width, length, diameter, and finger hole size and 

placement that resulted in em instiniment capable of executing 

fourteen notes, many of which are chromatic in progression 

(Feest 47). Via his efforts, he has helped the flute 

tremendously in its journey from primitive instnament to a 

modem form that is improved in terms of its construction cind 

tuning. Because of these efforts, the end-blown flute has 

been integrated into meiny situations, such as its musical use 

in conjunction with standard European instruments, that were 

not previously possible. 

Another individual who has improved upon the end-blown 

flute's construction and tuning is the flutist John Rainer, 

Jr. (b. 1942). He was bom in Albuquerque, New Mexico, but 

spent much of his childhood in Taos Pueblo, New Mexico. It 
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was here that Rainer began his musical jouimey with the end-

blown flute, a journey that would eventually lead him to 

bring the instrument to greater musical heights. He first 

heeird the flute around the age of five. At that time, he was 

living with his gremdparents at Taos Pueblo. In the evenings, 

he would sit by the waterway that flowed through the 

community eind listen to someone playing the flute. In 

addition, at around this age, there was a Native American 

flutist named Woody Cnimbo who lived at the government day 

school located just outside of Taos Pueblo. Crumbo would not 

let others hear his music because it was very personal and 

sacred to him. He only allowed the young John Rainer to hear 

his flute music. Thus, Rainer would quietly enter Crximbo's 

home, sit down, listen, and leave - neither of them ever 

speciking to the other (Rainer. Telephone interview. 27 May 

1996). 

It was not until much later that he acted upon his 

interest in the end-blown flute, approximately in 1975. At a 

conference in Oklahoma City, Rainer, at that time an 

Assistant Professor at Brigham Young University, met Doc Tate 

Nevaquaya, a well-known. Plains-style Native American 

flutist. (Throughout his career, Rainer would emulate the 

feeling cuid joy found in Doc Tate's playing style). He 

invited Doc Tate to perform his flute music, accompeinied by a 

chorus, at Brigham Young University (Rainer. Telephone 

interview. 27 May 1996). This event began Rainer's musical 
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adventure with the end-blown Native American flute. From this 

point on, he begem playing the flute, constructing flutes, 

composing, and medcing recordings. 

Instead of using the more prevalent pentatonic tuning, 

Rainer makes his flutes, via the aid of an electronic tuner, 

to play in various major and minor keys. He achieves this by 

constructing his flutes with seven finger holes, with the 

dorsal (thumb) seventh hole aiding in extending the octave 

(Rainer. Telephone interview. 27 May 1996). This set up is 

quite distinctive, since the majority of the flutes being 

made today have either five or six holes. By building his 

flutes in this fashion, Rainer has more extensively enabled 

the flute to perform both diatonically and chromatically. 

This allows the flutist to play a greater veiriety of 

melodies, thereby increasing its functional abilities. 

Through the efforts of both Nakai and Rainer in the area 

of flute construction and improved tuning, as well as by 

other end-blown flute makers such as Ken Light and Scott E. 

Loomis, it has evolved into an instrxament possessing 

significant abilities. Prior to this, the instrument lacked a 

scale recognizable to trained musicians, a factor that made 

it virtually impossible for the instnament to perform with 

standard European instruments, to be combined with other 

groups of Native American flutes, or to play notated music 

with relative accuracy, it is now an instrument capable of 

successfully executing these musical feats. 
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The evolution of the end-blown flute's construction has 

elevated its popularity because of its increased cibility to 

be utilized in standard musical ensembles made up of European 

instrtaments, such as string quartets, chamber orchestras, and 

in duos with instruments such as the Exiropean transverse 

flute, saxophone, or guitar. It has also achieved more 

recognition because it is more accessible in terms of melodic 

production. It now possesses the cibility to perform melodies, 

whether notated or not, that are familiar to the musical ears 

of today's society. Prior to its construction using a 

standeird of tuning, the flute's available notes, and 

resulting melodic intervals, were often imprecise and foreign 

sounding to those in a society used to heeiring the tonal 

music of Western art music, popular music. Jazz, and New Age. 

Since the instrument is now capeible of performing music that 

is aurally recognizeible to the modem esir, more and more 

people cire performing upon it, and listening to recordings of 

others playing upon it. 

b. ContCTiporary Performers' Efforts 

Another impetus behind the rise in significeince and 

recognition of the end-blown Native American flute is the 

efforts of contemporary players. These individuals have tciken 

the flute from its traditional setting and expanded its 

influence and use in the twentieth century musical world. The 

flute came from humble roots, albeit profoundly significant, 

and because of the flutists, has evolved into an instrximent 
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whose status emd function is continually expanding. Through 

their individual cind collaborative musical efforts in 

association with the end-blown flute, they have triggered a 

worldwide fascination for, and profound interest in, the 

flute. These flute players, each with his or her own 

individual creativity and spirituality, have helped to bridge 

the gap between the flute's Native American tradition and 

today's music, whether it be Western art music. Rock, Folk, 

New Age, or Jazz. 

Overall, the end-blown flutists core revealing to today's 

listener the roots of the instr\iment via the incorporation of 

traditional songs into contemporeiry musical settings. For 

example, Rainer, in "Zuni Sunrise," a song from the recording 

entitled Songs of the Indictn Flute VoltMne Two, takes a 

traditional song of the Zuni tribe cind adds a modem 

accompaniment comprised of the sounds of nature (birds 

chirping), and sustained chords played by strings. Also, the 

performers combine traditional Native Americein flute sounds 

with standard Europeein flute techniques. They are borrowing 

from the estciblished to increase the already musically rich 

traditions of the Native American flute. In addition, they 

are using the flute in association with standeird European 

ensembles, thereby bringing a freshness to various well-

established musical settings. All in all, the Native American 

flute, because of the creativity and ingenuity of present-day 

performers, is successfully slipping into the fabric of 
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stcoideirci musical ensembles, such as duos, trios, queurtets, 

cind chamber orchestras comprised of various stamdeird European 

instrximents. 

Through their musical endeavors, these prominent 

flutists have set the stage for even further exploration sind 

expansion of the instmament. They have helped to provide the 

foundation and justification for its expansion into many 

aspects of the world of music, including its incorporation 

into musical studies at the college level. For instance, the 

examination of its cultural significance in a class dealing 

with World Music is already taking place in mauiy universities 

and colleges throughout the world. 

c. Versatility of the End-Blown Flute 

Specifically, via the medium of performers' recordings, 

the awareness level of the end-blown Native Americeuci flute 

has been significcuitly enheinced. Recordings have sufficiently 

demonstrated the versatility, diverse playing styles, and 

characteristic techniques of the end-blown flute. 

The versatility of the end-blown Native Americein flute, 

meaning its ability to be used in a multitude of instrumental 

combinations, is very apparent in the recordings of Kelvin 

Bizcihaloni. Through his collaboration with Aaron White 

(guiteir) and Michael Bannister (percussion), collectively 

called Burning Sky, he has brought much exposure and prestige 

to the end-blown Native Americein flute. 

Bizahaloni, a Navajo, was bom in Fort Defiance, Arizona 
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in 1974, but presently lives in Flagstaff, Arizona. He was 

first introduced to the Native American flute at the age of 

sixteen. While attending a Powwow, eun uncle gave him a flute, 

cind also taught him various traditional flute techniques. 

Having no formal musical training, except for a few classes 

in piano and guitcu:, Bizahaloni is a self-taught flutist. 

Since that initial experience with the flute, he has evolved 

into a prominent, outstanding end-blown flute player. At 

present, although he still possesses the flute given to him 

by his uncle, Bizahaloni performs upon a variety of six hole 

flutes made out of cherry wood, walnut, and cedeur, 

constructed by Butch Hall of Fort Worth, Texas (Bizahaloni. 

Telephone interview. 13 May 1996). 

Kelvin Bizahaloni, and the other members of Burning Sky, 

have done a great deal in terms of bringing the end-blown 

flute into the limelight cind illustrating its versatility by 

combining it with the modem guitcir cind a variety of 

percussion instruments. Burning Sky has an excellent 

reputation as a modem ensemble, eind they have a large, 

diverse following. The evolution of the group was gradual. 

After seeing Bizahaloni on a local television program, 

"Indian of the Southwest," Aaron White (guitar) contacted him 

and proposed a collaboration on a musical project. Later, the 

two musicians went to Malibu for a performcince, at which time 

they met Michael Bannister (percussion) who turned out to be 

a resident of Flagstaff, Arizona as well (Bizahaloni. 
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Telephone interview. 13 May 1996). Upon their return to 

Arizona, the trio began working together. 

To date, Bviming Sky has released two recordings on the 

Canyon Records label: Burning Sky; Music for Native American 

Flute. Guitar, cuid Percussion and Blood of the Land. 

According to Bizahaloni, their third recording entitled 

Creation is soon to be released (1996) (Bizeihaloni. Telephone 

interview. 13 May 1996). These recordings illustrate the 

successful combination of the end-blown flute with diverse, 

modem instnaments in an ensemble setting. 

In their recordings, the end-blown flute is combined 

with the acoustic guitar, various percussion instriaments, and 

voice. The melody is mostly played by the flute, with 

harmonic and rhythmic support from guitcir and percussion. An 

exception to this arises in their song "Indian Wcirs," from 

Blood of the Lcind. Here, the melody is sung by the voice, 

with harmonic and rhythmic support from the guitar and 

percussion. In this song, the flute provides s;absidiciry 

melodic support through the interjection of counter melodies 

throughout. The result is a music that is reminiscent of Folk 

music from the late 1960's or early 1970's. 

Burning Sky's music has em improvisatory nature at 

times, a trademark of the Native American flute's past 

tradition. On the other hand, it does not lack organization, 

a trait typical of notated music, whether it be Western art 

music. Rock, or New Age. Bizahaloni, cmd the other members of 
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Biiming Sky, doaonstrate the versatility of the flute by 

utilizing the improvisatoiry nature of the flute in a 

contemporary setting, combined with stcuideordized modem 

instrxaments. The mixture of the instrtiments is quite 

successful because neither the acoustic guitar nor the light 

use of percussion over powers the end-blown Native American 

flute. The musical output of Burning Sky, in pcirticulcir 

Bizahaloni, the flutist, reveals the different moods of the 

flute, its ability to be combined with diverse instriaments, 

thus its versatility, cind the inherent musical beauty of the 

instrument. 

The versatility of the end-blown flute is further 

exemplified by Neikai in the recordings of his group 

Jackalope. This ensemble is comprised of R. Carlos Nakai, 

Larry Yanez, J. David Muniz, cind Will Clipman. Their music is 

quite eclectic, in that they combine music from various walks 

of life. To achieve this, they not only employ a multitude of 

musical styles, but they utilize a variety of instruments. 

For example, on the recording entitled Dances with Rabbits. 

the following instruments are used: trumpet, Europecin 

treuisverse flute, end-blown Native Americcin flute, eagle-bone 

whistle, synthesizers, electric and acoustic guiteirs, 

electric bass, gongs, tom-toms, claves, chimes, quinto drums, 

and vcirious other drums. In addition, music manipulators are 

employed, such as a phase shifter, stereo chorus, and 

sequencers. The result is a lighthearted and amazing aural 
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presentation of the cultural, musical meshing of styles. 

According to the members of Jackalope, the classification of 

their music is "synthacousticpunkeirachiNavajazz" (Nakai, 

Nakai: Native American n. pag.). Some of Jackalope's other 

recordings include Jackalope. Boat People, aoid Weavinas. 

The Native American flute's musical diversity is well-

illustrated in the recordings of Jackalope. The end-blown 

flute is employed in a variety of ways throughout their 

music. For example, it is used to provide specialized, 

background affects. This is apparent in "One Night in 

Tijuana," from Dances With Rcdabits. a song strongly imbued 

with a groove-like rhythm indicative of music South of the 

United States border. In this insteuice, Nedcai interjects 

brief passages of rapid double tonguing on a single pitch, 

thereby providing a decorative musical affect among the funk 

elements being played by the electric bass guitar and 

percussion. In "Jackalope," also from Dances With Rabbits. 

the end-blown flute is used as a melodic instrument, stating 

the melody first then passing it to the electric bass guitar. 

The melody is then played by the trvmipet, cuid is eventually 

returned to the end-blown flute, with the tune being 

embellished by flutter tonguing and rapid double tonguing. 

The melody, regeirdless of who is performing it, is supported 

harmonically by guiteirs and percussion, resulting in a style 

similar to modem Rock music. In "Juan Moore," from Dances 

With Rabbits. the end-blown flute is used to support the 
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primary melody being played by the guitar. Here, the end-

blown flute performs counter melodies that complement the 

guitsu: solo. For variety, the end-blown flute tadces over the 

role of primary melody carrier toward the end of the song. 

Finally, the end-blown flute is used as the primary melodic 

instrument in a song that emulates a style of music known as 

the Blues. The song is entitled "Fried Bread Grease Blues," 

from Dances With Rabbits, and is humorously described in the 

liner notes as follows: "The heroic life of a musiciein is 

fraught with deuiger. Dog Soldier (NeUcai) and Lord Fximamota 

(Ycinez) reminisce about the pall of choking vapors wafting 

through an improperly ventilated indoor fine arts show" (n. 

pag.). The song commences with an oration by Nakai describing 

the nature of the song, musically supported by a Blues vamp 

from the piano. Next, a musical introduction by an electric 

orgem manifests, assisted by Neikai cleeiring his throat eind 

coughing, thereby depicting the story behind the song. The 

end-blown flute enters euid performs in a manner true in style 

to the Blues in that the rhythms are loose and swung. Neikai 

uses pitch bends and flutter tonguing, techniques often found 

in Blues music. Interestingly, toward the end of the song, 

Nakai plays the flute in a manner that is jagged cind 

intermittent, almost similar to scat singing, euiother 

technique found in Blues music. In this situation, the use of 

the end-blown flute is successful. In this type of music, 

there is often a lack of exactness in terms of intonation 
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that lends character to the music. If Jazz were played in the 

same precise manner as Classical music, it would lose its 

charm cuid appeal. Since the end-blown flute's intonation is 

sometimes imprecise, it fits well into this style of music. 

The versatility of the end-blown flute is profoundly 

accentuated in the music of JacJcalope. Its used in veirious 

instrumental combinations, and in numerous styles of music. 

The result is an extremely interesting aural presentation 

that breaks any stereo typical bonds connected to the end-

blown Native American flute. 

The end-blown flute's versatile nature is further 

illustrated by Nakai in his works with standard European 

instruments. The end-blown flute's ability to be combined 

with traditional European orchestral instnaments is 

illustrated in his albums entitled Spirit Horses and Native 

Tapestry. Spirit Horses contains a composition written 

specifically for the end-blown Native American flute and 

orchestral instruments ("Spirit Horses - Concerto for Native 

American Flute and Chamber Orchestra" by James DeMars). Here, 

the end-blown flute is the featured instrument. The 

composition demonstrates the timbral beauty of the flute, and 

its ability to be successfully combined with an ensemble of 

stcuidard European orchestral instruments. The result is 

musically quite interesting. While it seems on paper that the 

two worlds could not possibly interact with each other, the 

aural result is a pleasant blending of timbres that 
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complement one another very well. Although the tuning of the 

end-blovm flute is not quite precise, problems of intonation 

are not paramount. In fact, the inexactness of pitch often 

draws the attention of the listener more closely. 

The use of the end-blown flute with traditional European 

instruments is further exhibited in Neikai's Native Tapestry. 

This albvim also contcd.ns works by James DeMcirs; "Crow Wing: 

Native Americcin Flute and Seixophone"; "Lake That Speaks: 

Native American Flute, Cello, Vibraphone, eind Picino"; and 

"Two World Concerto: Native American Flute, French Poetry, 

Chamber Orchestra, eind Africeui Percussion". Here, the end-

blown flute is combined with a variety of instruments. In 

each case, the result is successful, meaning that the timbres 

eire compatible in terms of blending cind baleince. This is due 

to the careful scoring techniques employed by the composer. 

Through his recording entitled Island of Bows. Nakai, in 

conjunction with Wind Travelin' Beind, Shonosuke Ohkura, and 

Oki Kano, further illustrates the versatility of the end-

blown Native Americcin flute by combining it with instruments 

native to Japan. Some of the instruments used on this 

recording include: end-blown Native Americcin flute, eagle-

bone whistle, tonkori, otsuzumi, koto, er-fu, shakuhachi, 

voice, yan-chin, kalimba, shamisen, cind veirious other 

percussion instruments. The result is a magnificent mixing of 

cultures. The instrximents complement each other, yet maintain 

their individual cultural identities. 
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In the song entitled "Svinrise" from Island of Bows, the 

end-blown Native Americsm flute functions as a melodic 

instrument in a homophonic texture, an unusual texture since 

much of Asian music is heterophonic. The end-blown flute 

often carries the melody in this song, heirmonically euad 

rhythmically supported by Japeinese instrxaments. When another 

instrxament is carrying the melody, such as the shcikuhachi, 

the end-blown Native American flute interjects with little 

counter melodies, eind ornamental trills. This blending of 

musical worlds is both innovative and pleasing to the ear. 

The timbres involved are compatible, yet intriguing in such a 

way that the listener is drawn closely to the music. 

Interestingly, in the song "Island of Bows," there is a 

musical partnership between the shcikuhachi and the end-blown 

Native American flute, both aerophones, but representative of 

different cultures. At times, the shedcuhachi and the end-

blown flute perform a duet together, harmonically supported 

by Japcinese stringed instruments that are both plucked and 

struck. Even though the shakuhachi and the end-blown Native 

American flute are from different parts of the world and 

produce sound in different meuiners, their timbres eire 

similar. Thus, the combination of the two is unique, but 

extremely complementary. 

The diverse playing styles of the end-blown Native 

American flute are well-illustrated in the recordings of John 

Rainer, Jr., the result being a greater awareness of the 
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instrument that has aided in its growth in populeirity. He 

reveals the musical heritage of Native America, cuid the 

abilities of the flute, in his two recordings entitled Songs 

of the Indian Flute Volume One and Two, found on his own 

Redwillow Songs label. On these recordings, Rainer takes an 

educational approach in his flute music. Here, he employs a 

vciriety of performcmce styles in order to impeirt to the 

listener the various Native American flute styles, such as 

Zuni, Taos Pueblo, Southern Plains, Hidatsa, and Sioiix. The 

majority of his songs are based upon traditional melodies, 

mostly vocal in origin, thereby revealing to the listener cin 

aural, musical history of the Native American people. There 

are also contemporeiry hymn melodies, as well as songs from 

Powwows, on these recordings (Rainer. Telephone interview. 27 

May 1996). 

d. Techniques of the End-Blown Flute 

The technical characteristics of the end-blown flute are 

demonstrated by Nakai in his solo recordings. Here, the 

listener is introduced to uniquely traditional Native 

American flute embellishment techniques. One of these is what 

NeJcai has termed as the "doit," which occurs frequently at 

the conclusions of musical phrases (Appendix, Figure 8). This 

is prominently demonstrated in Nakai's composition "Death 

Song - Lament" from the solo recording entitled Changes. 

based upon the pitch movements of a Cheyenne "wailing" heard 

at a funeral (Nakai. Telephone interview. 14 June 1996). 
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According to Nakai, a "doit" is indicated in the musical 

score by a short "ascending line following the note which 

indicates that the note is sounded and the finger is 

gradually lifted near the end of the note's duration" (Nakai, 

The Art 26.). As the finger is lifted, the performer forms 

the word "doit" within the interior of the oral cavity. The 

result is a characteristic popping sound that appears in the 

works of many end-blown flutists. This characteristic 

technique, as well as others, can be heeird in many of Nakai's 

recordings. They are especially pronounced in his solo albums 

of Native American flute music, such as Changes, Kmeroence. 

and Canyon Trilogy. Via these solo efforts, Nakai makes the 

listener aware of the chciracteristic techniques, and 

aesthetic timbral beauty of the end-blown Native American 

flute. 

Various techniques typical to the end-blown flute are 

also demonstrated in recordings by John Rainer, Jr. For 

example, the end-blown flute is often used to depict birds' 

songs. It usually appears as short, musical interjections in 

accompaniment to a more important melody carried by another 

instrument or voice. This is prevalent in Rainer's song 

entitled "Sioux Traditional" from Songs of the Indian Flute 

Vr)lnni<a nnc*. Throughout the song, but especially in the 

introduction, the end-blown flute performs little ornamental 

musical figures that are in imitation of a bird's song. 

Another technique called a "fall off" (Appendix, Figure 
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8) is demonstrated by Rainer in his song called "Northern 

Plains," also from Sonos of the Indian Flute Volume One. This 

is a technique very common to the end-blown flute tradition. 

A "fall off" is indicated in a musical score by a short 

"descending line following the note which indicates that the 

note is sounded and the next finger is gradually lowered near 

the end of the note's duration" (Ncikai, The Art 26). Thus, 

the pitch is established and is gradually bent in a downward 

motion. Like the "doit," this most frequently occurs at the 

end of musical phrases. When it happens in the middle of a 

phrase, it is simply referred to as pitch bending (Appendix, 

Figure 8). 

The technique of pitch bending appears in Weord Stroud's 

song entitled "Whale-Wail" from Rhythm Quest Vninme nne. 

Stroud, bom in Oregon (1958), is of Yaqui, Cherokee, and 

European heritage. Although his mother played an integral 

role in his introduction to music when he was a child, he 

states that he is one of the fortunate individuals "who have 

been called by the Creator to make my contribution to the 

healing and balancing of Mother Earth" through his music 

making abilities (Stroud. E-mail to the author. 19 May 1996). 

Fxarthermore, Stroud asserts that the end-blown Native 

American flute, in all of its beauty and magnificent 

spirituality, was revealed to him by The Dreams (Stroud. E-

mail to the author. 19 May 1996). Obtaining his first flute 

around the yesu: of 1992, he is a self-taught flutist. 
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revealing that in actuality, the flute itself instructs one 

in the proper playing technique (Stroud. Telephone interview. 

13 June 1996). In terms of playing style, Stroud claims that 

he was significeuitly influenced by John Rainer, Jr., a 

prominent end-blown Native American flutist (Stroud. 

Telephone interview. 13 June 1996). 

Presently, Stroud has begun to craft his own flutes, an 

art that he learned from another flute maker, Joseph 

Firecrow, who in tvim was taught by Rainer (Stroud. Telephone 

interview. 13 June 1996). According to Stroud, he approached 

the craftsman, bringing a gift of tobacco as is befitting to 

the situation, and requested that he be allowed to attain the 

knowledge for proper flute construction (Stroud. Online 

posting. 16 May 1996). In addition, he plays numerous flutes 

made by other craftsmen, primearily constructed from cedeu:. 

Because of this use of a multitude of instruments, he has 

acquired the nickname "Memy Flutes Ward Stroud," good 

naturedly bestowed upon him by one of his friends, Joseph 

Firecrow (Stroud. E-mail to the author. 22 May 1996). 

According to Stroud, the song "Whale-Wail" aurally 

depicts "a Whale that is dying, it has been mortally wounded 

and is realizing that its Eaxth time is almost at em end" 

(Stroud. Online posting. 16 May 1996). He uses the technique 

of pitch bending to depict the speech of the whale. Here, a 

pitch is sustained, bent downward, and then back up, either 

by the performer's air stream or by taking a finger and 
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closely passing it over an open finger hole. In the latter 

technique, the finger hole is never closed, the air stream 

emanating from it is slightly disrupted by the passing 

finger. 

Another characteristic technique of the end-blown flute 

is called "drumming." Here, the performer quickly opens and 

closes a finger hole in a drumming motion before he or she 

finally decides to sustain the pitch (Burton 92). Stroud uses 

this technique in numerous songs, as do many other end-blown 

flutists. "Drumming" is particulaurly evident in the song 

entitled "Following Generations" from Rhythm Quest Volume 

Two. As is typical, Stroud uses the "drumming" technique to 

prolong cadential points of a musical phrase. 

Stroud's song "A Rose is a Rose...?" from Rhvthm Quest 

Volume Two contains two techniques that are very typical to 

the end-blown flute: the glissauido and the portamento. These 

two techniques are often confused. In a glisscindo, specific 

notes are sounded in a scale-like pattern when the performer 

moves from one note to smother. The glissando typically 

appears as both em introduction to musical phrases emd as an 

embellishment between two notes. A portamento (Appendix, 

Figure 8) is different in that the movement between notes is 

more like a sliding or bending motion. In this technique, 

exact pitches are not articulated. The ascending glissando is 

used by Stroud at the beginning of musical phrases in "A Rose 

is a Rose...?". In addition, he uses both ascending euid 
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descending portamenti throughout the song. 

e. Elevation Through Live Performances 

In addition to recordings, live performances have 

significantly increased the instr\iment's status. The end-

blovm flute is being heard in recitals of varying magnitude 

all over the United States, as well as in many other parts of 

the world. Nakai has aided in increasing the awareness level 

of the flute via his extensive touring. He performs in 

concerts all over the world. For example, he has performed in 

places such as: Boulder, Colorado (Neiropa Institute Flute 

Workshop); Spain; Cleiremont, California (Claremont Folk 

Festival); Toyama, Japan (Eaxth Spirit Concert); and St. 

Paul, Minnesota (The Third International Flute Festival) 

(Nakai, Nakai; Native American n. pag.). Although the above 

is only a portion of where Ncikai has performed, it is quite 

evident that he is playing a significeint role in raising the 

recognition level of the flute, cind exposing many people to 

its wonderful attributes. 

The end-blown flute has also been promoted through 

numerous performances by the end-blown flutist Ward Stroud. 

He travels throughout the United States to perform at many 

concerts, Powwows, festivals (i.e. the Folklife Festival in 

Seattle, Washington), and at veurious schools (Stroud. 

Telephone interview. 13 June 1996). 

f. Elevation Through Scholcirly Endeavors 

Through scholarly endeavors, such as the generation of 
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books and the development of college classes, the end-blown 

Native Americcin flute has achieved a higher level of 

recognition. The knowledge relayed via these academic 

ventures is invaluable to the growth in awareness, and 

continued development, of the end-blown flute. An example of 

a significant scholeurly project is the creation of a book 

entitled The Art of the Native American Flute by R. Carlos 

Nakai, James DeMars, and Ken Light. In this literary work, a 

multitude of information concerning the end-blown flute is 

detailed, such as; various styles of Native Americcin music, 

historical information, capabilities of the flute, the 

flute's physical characteristics euad construction, proper 

mainteneince of the instrument, embellishment techniques 

characteristic to the end-blown flute, and notated songs by 

Nakai and James DeMars. This book relays crucial information 

about the end-blown flute, information that has helped many 

individuals attain a greater understcuiding of, and 

appreciation for, the instmjment. 

One of the most important items in The Art of the Native 

American Flute is the inclusion of four chapters illustrating 

the tciblature system of notation created by Neikai (see 

Chapter 1). Through this system, he has helped the end-blown 

Native 2\merican flute to gain wider acceptance and 

accessibility. Here, Nakai has devised a method of notation 

that allows everyone, regardless of their level of musical 

training, to perform upon the flute. In addition, this system 
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of notation, has enabled many composers to write for the 

instrument. Through this tablature system, the composers' 

creations cein be played by many people, regeurdless of the 

maker of their flute. The system operates in such a manner 

that it is the placement of the fingers in association with a 

designated symbol that is important. Ncikai has discovered 

that his system of tablature notation works well with 

numerous end-blown Native American flutes being produced 

today. 

The development of academic classes has also assisted in 

the end-blown flute's elevation in popularity. These classes 

are crucial to increasing the status of the instrument 

because s\ibstantial factual information concerning the flute 

is discussed, such as historical and cultural origins, 

capabilities, construction, and playing techniques. The end-

blown flutist John Rainer, Jr. has helped to elevate the 

modem end-blown flute's notoriety in this manner. Through 

his educational background (Bachelor of Arts degree from 

Brigham Young University; Master of Educational Psychology 

from Brigham Young University), and his faculty position at 

BYU from 1972-82, Rainer has achieved great things in the 

area of Native American music, especially with regard to the 

flute. While at BYU, he created numerous classes dedicated to 

Native Americeui music; Native Americem Wind Instruments, 

Native American Chorus, and a general course in Native 

American music. In the course dealing with Native American 
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wind instmaments, he enlightened the students by extensively 

lecturing upon the historical performeince styles, 

demonstrating them upon the present-day end-blown flute. For 

a final project, the students had to construct their own 

flutes, based upon information given in class and through 

individual research. Also, they were required to compose a 

melody for the flute. With regard to the Native Americcin 

chorus at BYU, Rainer introduced the end-blown flute into the 

vocal ensemble texture. The first instance of this was with 

Doc Tate in 1975. The tradition was continued with the end-

blown flute being incorporated into meiny of the performances 

by the vocal ensemble. In the coming year (1997), Rainer will 

release an album that contains songs using the the 

combination of a vocal choir cind the Native American flute 

(Rainer. Telephone interview. 27 May 1996). Through his 

efforts at the university level, he has educated people and 

awakened them to the significant worth, technical 

possibilities, heritage, and beauty of the end-blown Native 

American flute. 

Kelvin Bizahaloni has also brought the end-blown Native 

American flute into the college system of education, thereby 

increasing the instrument's awcireness level. In the Siammer of 

1996, Bizahaloni will conduct a semineur, "Native American 

Flute: Spirituality in Sound," at the Navajo Community 

College in Tsaile, Arizona. This is part of the series 

entitled "Arts Through Native Teachings" in which the 
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pcirticipants leam about Native American arts, such as flute 

playing, through lectures and hands-on experience. 

The numerous workshops, and lectxires that are occurring 

all over the United States in colleges, universities, and in 

recital halls, are leaving a profound impression upon the 

paxticipants. Tlirough these intellectual/musical endeavors, 

many individuals are being exposed to, and educated in, the 

capabilities, historical and cultural significance, past and 

present functions, and versatility of the end-blown Native 

American flute. This in turn is increasing the instrument's 

popularity. A peirticularly importcuit workshop that has been 

established is called "Renaissance of the Native American 

Flute," founded by Ken Light (Amon Olorin Flutes) and R. 

Carlos Ncikai. This is an annual week-long workshop at the 

Feathered Pipe Ranch in Montcina. During this workshop, the 

topics of conversation and instruction deal with flute 

construction, folklore related to the flute, flute 

techniques, and self-marketing. 

Not surprisingly, ein individual who has significantly 

effected the status of the end-blown Native American flute 

via nxuaerous lectures is R. Carlos Nakai. He has lectured 

extensively all over the United States. Some of these places 

cire as follows: Purdue University (Indiana); Moorhead 

University (Minnesota); University of California, Berkeley; 

Renaissance of the Native American Flute, Montana and 

Arizona; and the University of Missouri (Nakai, Nakai: Native 
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American n. pag.). 

John Rainer, Jr. has also played an integral part in 

elevating the flute's popularity level through lectures. He 

has given lectures about the flute at such locations as the 

University of Utah suid Chico State in California, to name a 

few (Rainer. Telephone interview. 27 May 1996). 

Interviews with performers have also ignited interest in 

the end-blown Native American flute. This form of imparting 

information is important to the growth in awareness of the 

flute because it reaches a huge audience, much more so than a 

workshop or lecture. Rainer has given live interviews on 

National Public Radio, and has had interviews published in 

the Washington Post and the New York Times (Rainer. Telephone 

interview. 27 May 1996). In addition, Ncikai has had numerous 

interviews printed in publications, such as Reflex Magazine. 

Phoenix Home & Garden. Focus. The Arizona Daily Star, and 

European Review of Native American Studies. 

g. Recognition Through Mass Communication 

The use of the end-blown Native American flute in 

mediums of mass communications, such as television and radio, 

has also helped increase the status of the instrument. 

Because these devices eire viewed eind listened to by massive 

amounts of people all over the world, utilizing the flute in 

the music found in various programs can only be beneficial to 

the instrxaments's growth in popularity. An example of this 

occurs in the career of John Rainer, Jr. His music has been 
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utilized by the Pxiblic Broadcasting System, the Smithsonian 

Institute, and the Discovery Chcinnel (Rainer. Telephone 

interview. 27 May 1996). This is also true in regeird to the 

flute music of Ward Stroud. His music has been used for a 

movie soundtrack, a cable television program entitled "Sacred 

Music," cind by the Public Broadcasting System in their famous 

docximentciry called "Voices of the People" (Stroud. Online 

posting. 16 May 1996). 

The end-blown Native American flute has become popular 

in the twentieth century, so much so that cui association for 

the instrument has been established - The International 

Native American Flute Association. As a result of its 

elevated level of awareness, the instnuttent is being 

integrated into many types of music, such as Rock, Jazz, New 

Age, cind Western art music. It seons that the evolution of 

the flute's popularity knows no limits. The high profile 

Native American flutists, as well as meiny other end-blown 

flutists, have demonstrated the instrument's versatility and 

technical capeibilities, showing that it c«in be combined with 

any ensemble type, and in any context. In addition, they have 

shown to the world that the technical eibilities of the flute 

offer a plethora of avenues for compositional exploration. 

This instnament is in the infcuit stage of its discovery and 

development. Through further exploration and experimentation, 

the end-blown Native American flute will prove to be a 

significant vehicle for musical expression. 
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3. Present-Day Composers and Their Repertoire 

An additional reason for the upsurge in populeirity of 

the Native American flute is due to the multitude of musical 

compositions being written specifically for the instrument. 

Composers cire presently writing for the flute in meiny 

contexts: movie scores, popular music. Western art music. 

Jazz, television documentaries, etc., effectively bridging 

the gap between the musical world of Native America and 

today's world. This is possible through the improvement in 

tuning that has evolved. The majority of the present-day end-

blown Native American flutes are tuned using electronic 

tuners, thus they play notes according to the Western concept 

of musical pitch classification, although the accuracy veiries 

from flute to flute. The result is a tangible musical medium 

for which present-day composers can musically create, and 

more importantly, notate. 

In regard to the Native American flute, the avenues of 

musical expression that today's composers are traversing are 

extraordinarily diverse. These individuals are combining the 

flute with standard European instruments, and instruments 

native to other cultures, in innovative ways. In their 

compositions, some composers are using traditional Native 

American melodies as the foundation of their works, tirying to 

emulate the eincient musical style. On the other hand, mciny 

composers are utilizing traditional melodic material, but 

employing it in a manner that results in a unique, 
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contemporary "soundworld". In contrast, niimerous composers 

are creating original melodies, but reaching back to the past 

in terms of musical style (i.e. melodic shape, harmony, 

interval patterns, etc.). The result is a wondrous body of 

repertoire for the Native American flute that is disparate 

and quite stimulating. The existing compositions for this 

instrximent, and the promise of others, has helped mciny 

individuals to recognize the intrinsic nature, versatility, 

cultural importance, extraordinary capabilities, and overt, 

simplistic beauty of the instrxament. This can only support 

the idea that the end-blown Native Americcui flute is on the 

verge of becoming an instrument of profound musical 

significcuice, whose function and abilities deserve further 

study. 

Although there are numerous individuals presently 

composing for the Native Americcin flute, all of whom play an 

integral role in the expcinsion of the instrument's musical 

growth, it is impossible to cite and discuss them all here. 

Because this document deals with the flute's past and present 

status in the Southwestern United States, three prominent 

composers having ein association with that geographical area 

will be discussed. 

A very prominent composer who has significantly moved 

the end-blown Native American flute further into the musical 

spotlight is Dr. James DeMars (b. 1952), presently Professor 

of Composition at Arizona State University in Tempe. In 
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addition to being known for his compositions for the Native 

Americein flute, he has conducted many of his other works in 

performemce by the Phoenix Symphony, Arizona State University 

choirs, the Mormon Tcibemacle Choir, and the Utah Symphony 

(DeMars. E-Mail to the author. 7 May 1996). The performance 

of his latest musical endeavor. An American Recfuiem, has 

taken him all the way to the Kennedy Center in Washington, 

D.C., and to St. John the Divine Cathedral in New York 

(DeMars. E-Mail to the author. 7 May 1996). 

DeMars states that when he first heard the Native 

Americcin flute he thought of it as possessing "a very fluid, 

life-like sound with biomorphic bends and curves; it had the 

sound of nature, blended with the sound of the wilderness" 

(DeMars. E-Mail to the author. 15 April 1996). Overall, there 

are numerous features that attracted him to the instrument, 

which ultimately inspired him to create more and more works 

for it. For example, many of the embellishments and melodic 

patterns common to the Native American flute's tradition are 

appealing to the composer. Some of these eu:e the bending of 

pitches, melodic manipulations that emulate the voices of 

birds, flutter tonguing, eind the "doit" that concludes 

musical phrases. In addition, the somber and relaxing timbral 

quality of the flute is favored by the composer, although it 

does have a negative aspect to it. Because of its calming 

tone quality, DeMars asserts that, at times, it is ciambersome 

to compose music for the flute that is ebullient and up-beat 
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in character (DeMars. E-Mail to the author. 18 May 1996). 

Because of his compositions for the Native American 

flute, the instrument has gained significant exposure, 

especially through his first work entitled Spirit Horses; 

Concerto for Native American Flute and Chamber Orchestra. His 

work with the end-blown flute began in 1984 while he was a 

member of an ensemble (The Tos Ensemble), whose conductor 

hinted to Ray Boley, president of Canyon Records, that he 

ought to contract DeMcirs to create a large scale work for R. 

Carlos Nakai (DeMcirs. E-Mail to the author. 7 April 1996). 

The deal went through smd DeMcirs received a commission to 

generate a concerto for the Native American flute. He 

subsequently met with Nakai, and through collaborative 

efforts, a substsuitial musical creation was bom. 

As a consequence of the flute's characteristics, great 

care has to be taken when composing for the instrument. Many 

things have to be taken into consideration, such as the 

combination of the Native Americein flute with standard 

European instriaments in terms of style, intonation, and 

finally, volume and balance. DeMcirs successfully heindles each 

one of these items, creating numerous compositions very well-

suited to all instruments involved-

When combining the Native Americein flute with a group of 

European instruments, there is danger in losing the stylistic 

core of the flute. Often, a sense of the flute's 

improvisatory tradition seems to get lost if it is required 
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to perform in absolute, precise rhythms like the European 

instruments. To compensate for this potential dilemma, DeMars 

writes melodic lines for the flute that cire more rubato in 

terms of rhythm and tempo (DeMars. E-Mail to the author. 15 

April 1996). Thus, the Native Americein flute functions as a 

unique and separate voice, but still maintains its 

cameiraderie with the remainder of the group in terms of 

hcirmony and melody. 

In addition, although the Native American flute is 

constructed with regeird to the Europecui standard of tuning 

(A =440), some instances of intonation problems do arise in 

an ensemble context. This is due in part to the fact that the 

end-blown Native American flute is not manufactured like the 

European instruments. As stated in Chapter 1, it lacks a key 

system which helps to ameliorate certain tuning problems in 

various orchestral instrxaments. (Specifically, the Boehm key 

system which helped to improve the playing ability and 

intonation of the Europeeui flute, clarinet, bassoon, and 

oboe.) Also, intonation problems arise due to the flute 

maker's placement and sizing of the finger holes. To solve 

the various intonation problems, DeMars avoids writing 

unisons (DeMars. E-Mail to the author. 15 April 1996). This 

helps to create more stability between the Native American 

flute and the European instruments in terms of hcirmony and 

intonation. 

Another difficulty in composing for the end-blown Native 
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Americem flu-be is balance eind volume. Because of the manner 

in which the flute produces sound (i.e. similar to the 

European recorder), it is incapcd^le of producing a 

significeintly loud dynamic level. Also, the material that the 

instirument is constructed from, a light wood, reduces its 

ability to create an ample volume of sound. One way in which 

DeMars, as well as other composers, hcindles this problem is 

through the electronic amplification of the Native American 

flute in performance. In addition, choice of instrumental 

accompaniment is regulated by DeMcLrs in his compositions to 

enstire that the flute's melody lines are not buried and/or 

supported by instnaments inappropriate to the melodic 

situation. For example, he feels that brass accompaniment is 

not necessarily appropriate in a situation where the flute is 

perfoinaing "traditional melodies.. .with slower, sustained 

lines" (DeMcurs. E-mail to the author. 22 April 1996). 

One example of DeMars' ability to mesh diverse 

instruments is in the composition entitled Colors Fall: Duet 

for Cedar Flute and European Flute. The composition is quite 

interesting because of the instruments involved. It is almost 

like the meeting of two completely different worlds, yet they 

sure entities that shsire many similarities if only they would 

take the time to delve beneath the surface level. Completed 

by DeMars in December of 1988, Colors Fall is ein aural 

depiction of the "peace and solitude" of Northern Minnesota, 

the composer's home State (DeMcirs. E-Mail to the author. 
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7 May 1996). The composition is melodically based upon a 

traditional song from the Hopi, Hopi Hcirvest Dance Song 

(DeMars, Spirit Horses n. pag.)* The work embodies the 

traditional improvisatory nature of the Native American 

flute, and the standard rhythmic notation of the Exiropecui 

flute. Each instrument exhibits its own characteristic 

abilities both separately and together. Interestingly, the 

two seemingly disparate worlds meld together at brief 

juncttares throughout the composition, where they play unison 

rhythms, but in hcirmony. In my opinion, this "coming 

together" is a musical exclamation stating that "yes, we cire 

from different worlds; but perhaps we have more in common 

then is audible to the naked ear." 

At present, DeMars has two recordings on the meurket 

containing music that he has written specifically for the 

end-blown Native American flute in combination with other 

instruments. The recordings feature Neikai playing the Native 

American flute. They are as follows: Spirit Horses cuid Native 

Tapestry, both distributed by Canyon Records. These 

recordings have influenced many individuals in terms of 

musical experience. They have revealed to many the 

overwhelming versatility and intricate capabilities of the 

flute. In peurticular, these two recordings are part of the 

impeti surrounding this author's exploration of the Native 

Americcui flute. 

The contribution that DeMars has made to the elevation 
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of the end-blown Native American flute is impressive. He has 

helped bridge the musical chasm between the Native American 

world and that of Western art music. He has made clear 

through his compositional style that the melding of the two 

can be successfully achieved. 

Jay Vosk (b. 1948), presently living in Tucson, Arizona, 

is another composer who is creating compositions that are 

helping the end-blown Native American flute gain prominence 

in today's society. He attended the Eastmcin School of Music 

in New York, from which he earned a Bachelor of Music degree 

in Music Composition. In addition, he received a Master's 

degree in the same area of study from the University of 

Michigan (Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 20 April 1996). Vosk is 

the recipient of numerous musical honors, such as the 

Tucson/Pima Arts Covincil Composer's Fellowship (1996), three 

"Meet the Composer" grants, and commissions from the Tucson 

Symphony Flute Trio, Betram Turetzsky (a well-known 

Contrabass soloist). Drew Leing (a Marimba performer), and 

Tucson, Arizona's Catalina Chamber Orchestra, directed by Dr. 

Enrique Lasansky (Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 20 April 1996). 

Vosk first stcurted composing for the end-blown Native 

American flute when he received a commission from the 

Catalina Chamber Orchestra in 1994. The ensemble was being 

assisted by Nakai in a concert to raise funds (Vosk. E-Mail 

to the author. 24 April 1996). Following the commission 

request, Vosk met with Nakai, who then played for him. 
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Extremely taken by the "haunting quality of Nakai's tone," 

Vosk became very motivated to explore the possibilities of 

composing for the instnament (Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 7 

May 1996). He felt that the timbral qualities of the flute 

were perfect for depicting the geographical area of the 

Arizona desert (Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 24 April 1996). 

The result is a composition entitled Azscapes for Native 

American Flute and Chamber Orchestra, completed in 1995. 

With Azscapes. a highly programmatic work, Vosk has 

highlighted the musical capaibilities, techniques, and 

versatility of the end-blown flute. The composition itself, 

divided into three movements, is structured so that it 

aurally depicts geographic locations in Arizona, using only 

original melodic material. "Grasslemds," movement one, 

musically describes the land of Southern Arizona, in 

peirticular Sonoita. Northern Arizona is depicted in the 

second movement entitled "Running the Mesa." Movement three 

is cdDout Monument Valley in Arizona and is titled "Monument" 

(Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 3 May 1996). Interestingly, the 

main theme of the last movement of Azscapes was extracted and 

adapted by Vosk, thereby producing a work called Monument. 

for Native American flute and piano. 

Azscapes is a showpiece for the Native American flute. 

The composer successfully utilizes the flute to 

programmatic ally illustrate the meaning of each movement. He 

does this through tempo, melody, harmony, and embellishment 
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techniques characteristic of the Native Americcin flute. The 

result is a composition that creatively blends two worlds 

together. Native Americcin and that of Western eirt music. 

Because of this work, the end-blown flute's vast 

chcuracteristic attributes have been displayed to today's 

society. 

Vosk, in composing for the end-blown flute, finds the 

timbre of the instrument to be a very attractive feature. He 

favors the notes in the lower range of the instriament, 

stating that utilizing the upper notes is somewhat 

disconceirting at times (Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 22 May 

1996). In addition, balance cind volume problems cire 

counteracted by the composer through the amplification of the 

flute in performance. Also, he employs the Native American 

flute in conjunction with strings and winds to avoid problems 

in balance. He uses some brass as well, but because of the 

amplification of the instrument, overbalsmcing is not a 

problem (Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 30 May 1996). 

Vosk has constructed two significant musical 

compositions that contribute greatly to the end-blown Native 

American flute's body of repertoire. Through his creative 

musical efforts, he has helped to increase the public's 

awareness of the flute's musical potentials. He plans to 

continue bringing the instrument into the world of Western 

art music. Although both Azscapes and Mon\iment are 

programmatic works for the flute, he plans to compose a 
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composition for Native Americcin flute and tape. In this 

endeavor, he will teUce "a. more edbstract approach," not 

necessarily programmatic (Vosk. E-Mail to the author. 18 May 

1996). 

Another composer who has just recently commenced 

creating works for the end-blown Native American flute is 

Gina Geneva (b. 1961), a resident of Tucson, Arizona. A well-

educated musician, she possesses a Bachelor of Arts degree 

from Loyola Marymount University and a Master of Music degree 

from the University of Arizona. Her areas of specialty 

include Music Composition, Voice, euid Musicology. Presently, 

Genova is attending New York University in pursuit of a Ph.D 

in Musicology. Also, she has received meiny honors, such as a 

composition scholarship to the Czech-American Summer 

Institute in Prague, and she was the winner of the 1995 

Arizona Composers' Ccxnpetition. To her credit as a composer, 

Geneva's compositions, mainly vocal in nature, have been 

performed world-wide (Genova. Personal interview. 26 May 

1996). Her latest endeavor, her first work employing the end-

blown flute, is a four movement composition for Native 

American flute and guitar entitled I Draw the Rain: Hohokam 

Songs. 

Genova first experienced the music of the Native 

American flute in approximately 1986. While visiting a craft 

store in Tubac, Arizona, she heard a tape playing in the 

background. It turned out to be the end-blown flutist John 
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Rainer, Jr. Her reaction to the flute music was profound. It 

was like nothing that she had ever heard before. Although she 

was attracted to the instrxunent, her thoughts of composing 

for it did not occur until much later. Not until Nakai began 

gaining significant notoriety did she think that notated 

music might be a possibility for this instrument. Prior to 

that she believed that only traditional music, orally passed 

on from generation to generation, was performed upon these 

flutes (Genova. Personal interview. 26 May 1996). 

Thoughts of composing for the instnament were boosted 

along through her contact with the composer Dr. James DeMars, 

at one time a Visiting Composer at the University of 

Arizona's School of Music. While a student at the university, 

Genova attended veirious classes given by DeMeirs. She hecird 

many lectures and discussions concerning the Native American 

flute cind how he (DeMars) dealt with it in a compositional 

context. After some thought, she reached the conclusion that 

it would be a true challenge to create a work that was not 

overly simplistic, due to the instnament's limited range. 

Nevertheless, citing DeMars' successful works, she accepted 

the challenge when this author requested a composition for 

the end-blown Native American flute in 1995 (Genova. Personal 

interview. 26 May 1996). 

According to Genova, with regeird to the Native Americcin 

flute, there are two avenues of musical creativity that one 

can traverse: preserve the tradition or break out and attempt 
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something new. Initially, she did not intend to be 

innovative, lecining instead toward the side of tradition 

(Genova. Personal interview. 26 May 1996). In the end, she 

created a work embodying a combination of the two. She took 

traditional Native Americeu:i melodies, altered them slightly 

in reinge, often employing wide, dissonant intervals, and 

modernized them by using a contemporary instrvment for 

accompaniment (guitar). The result is an innovative 

composition based upon traditional melodies that can only 

serve as a model to others, demonstrating the potential 

capabilities and uses of the flute. 

Geneva's significant compositional addition to the 

Native Americcin flute's repertoire, I Draw the Rain: Hohokam 

Songs (completed in 1996), is a true meshing of traditions. 

She is very aware of the world of the Native American, and 

believes that one does not have to be Native American to care 

about their traditions and way of life. In this musical work, 

she takes traditional songs from the Tohono O'odham and the 

Akimel O'odham, collectively descendcints of the Hohokam, and 

utilizes them as the melodic foundation of her four movement 

composition. The traditional songs chosen by the composer 

were done so on the basis of their diversity in character. 

She wcinted to maintain interest eind avoid monotony, thus she 

selected unrelated songs, stating that unity would be 

achieved by the end-blown flute playing the melodies (Genova. 

Personal interview. 26 May 1996). The meshing of traditions 
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comes in the strrcuigenient and, re-composition of the melodies. 

To help blend the traditional with the world of Western art 

music, she composed the movements using the structure of the 

Sonata as a reference. Basically, the composition is 

comprised of "four self-contained, contrasting movements, a 

Western concept. Although they are not unified by a single 

tonality, as in the Classical period, they are unified by 

their relationship to the Native American songs" (Genova. E-

Mail to the author. 18 June 1996). Furthermore, by setting 

the traditional songs with a modem accompaniment, since they 

were originally sung by a solo voice, the idea of bringing 

two musical worlds together is further exemplified (Genova. 

E-Mail to the author, 18 June 1996). 

The technical capeibilities of the flute cuid its 

traditional melodic qualities are very well-illustrated by 

Genova in I Draw the Raini Hohokam Sonas. She takes the 

traditional melodies and treinsforms them into intricate 

melodic lines that are sometimes soloistic, and at other 

instances interweave with the guitar's line. She employs 

Icurge, chromatic interval leaps in certain aareas, distances 

that are chsuracteristic to twentieth century art music. While 

the wide intervals are not common in the traditional sense, 

they are both innovative and veiry musically effective. In 

many other portions of the work, she uses more standcird slow, 

fluid-like melodic movement. Her utilization of both types of 

melodic treatment demonstrates quite well the versatile 
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abilities of the instrument. 

Characteristic techniques of the traditional flute are 

also demonstrated in Geneva's I Draw the Rciini Hohokam Sonos. 

Throughout the four movements, the composer uses 

embellishment techniques that cure indicative of the end-blown 

flute tradition. For example, Genova makes frequent use of 

the "slide" at the beginning of musical phrases (Appendix, 

Figure 8). A "slide" is illustrated in the musical score by a 

short "ascending or descending line ahead of the note which 

indicates that the performer should approach the note from 

above or below and slide into the written pitch" (Neikai, The 

Art 26). In addition, Genova uses ascending and descending 

glissandos between notes, as well as at the commencement of 

musical phrases, the latter being very chciracteristic of the 

end-blown flute tradition. In a few insteinces, she modernizes 

the glissando by indicating to the performer to flutter 

tongue while playing the embellishment. Also, Genova uses the 

"doit," the "fall off," pitch bends, portamenti, gruppettos, 

cind trills, the latter two being techniques found frequently 

in Western art music. 

After completing this composition for the Native 

American flute and guitar, Genova finds the timbral quality 

of the instnament to be very pleasing. She states that it 

sounds very natural, not mechanical, therefore it is more 

expressive. In addition, although it does have a limited 

range, she does not find that to be a problem after all 
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because it is similar to a vocal range, a medium that she has 

written for extensively. Another attractive feature is the 

fact that there has not been a lot. of Western art music 

written for the instrument, thus she feels that she is 

helping to chaurt new territory. In contrast, she finds one 

distressing feature eibout the Native American flute, which is 

making the traditional songs fit into the available notes of 

the flute. Sometimes it is not possible. She ameliorates this 

problem by treinsposing and employing octave displacement 

(Genova. Personal interview. 26 May 1996). 

Genova has achieved success in demonstrating that the 

end-blown Native American flute cem. be united with Western 

art music. The instrument possesses the ability to achieve 

this combination. Through this composition, I Draw the Rain; 

Hohokam Sonos. she reveals many sides of the flute. She shows 

its traditional melodic beauty euid characteristic 

embellishments, its technical cibilities, and its timbral 

attributes. She has indeed helped to establish the Native 

American flute's musical potential. The success of this work 

helps to prove that the Native American flute cein be brought 

into the world of Western cirt music, and definitely warrants 

fxirther exploration. 

The end-blown Native American flute has been elevated in 

terms of status because of these, as well as works by others, 

composers' compositions. Their works have illustrated the 

abundant functionality and versatility of the instrxament. 
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Through their musical creations, the flute's ability to be 

integrated into a variety of musical contexts has been made 

quite cleeur. Thus, due to the composers' individual, creative 

efforts, meiny individuals have been exposed to the flute's 

versatility. In addition, the technical capabilities of the 

instrument have been well-demonstrated in these composers' 

works. They have revealed to the world just how agile and 

able the instrument is in its function as a medium for 

musical expression. In short, the flute's status has been 

significantly raised, and continues to gain more and more 

acceptance. Due to their creative efforts in the cirea of 

Western art music, these composers, as well as others, have 

ignited interest in the flute. This has subsequently 

established the foundation for further exploration of the 

instrximent, particularly at the academic level, since that is 

primeirily where the discipline of Western art music is 

studied. 
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CHAPTER 4: INCORPORATING THE END-BLOWN NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE 

INTO THE COLLEGIATE SYSTEM OF MUSIC EDUCATION 

It is quite evident that the end-blown Native Americein 

flute is gaining prominence and exposure in today's musical 

world. This exposure is a result of the numerous players who 

axe lecturing about the instrument, producing recordings, and 

giving live performeuices, cuid by the composers who are 

creating notated music for this instrument. It is heard in 

many contexts, such as in Western cirt music, music for movies 

emd television. Folk music. Jazz, cind New Age. In addition, 

the instrument is slowly finding its way into the world of 

higher education. Although the end-blown flute is studied to 

some degree in college courses (Ethnomusicology and World 

Music) because of its cultural, historical, and musical 

significance, the instriament has not yet had any classes 

devoted solely to its history, construction, performance 

techniques, repertoire, or present-day performers-

Interestingly, numerous factors axe now tcUcing place that 

will hopefully chcuige this state of affairs. These factors 

help to support the next step in the end-blown flute's 

developmental progression - incorporation into the collegiate 

system of music education. 

One factor supporting this idea is the current movement 

towcird the improvement of the instnament's construction and 

tuning. Although there is still great variety in the physical 

chaxacteristics and construction of the instirument from maker 
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to maker, one concept is beginning to be shared by many - the 

attempt to tune the instnanent in accordeince with European 

steindards. These flute makers eire constructing their 

instruments with the aid of an electronic chromatic tuner, 

using the guideline of A=440. The result is a certain 

uniformity in pitch relationships from instrxament to 

instrument. Even though some of the notes of the Native 

Americcin flute are not precisely in tune when measured 

against an electronic tuner, they eire close enough to be 

successfully combined with steuidard European instruments, as 

well as with other Native American flutes. 

This lack of precision in tuning is due in part to the 

absence of a key system to correct the inconsistencies of the 

instrviment (see Chapter 1). Of course, this deficiency is not 

exclusive to this instrument, and by no means reduces its 

ability to function as a significant vehicle for musical 

expression. In fact, similar pitch discrepancies occur on 

standard Europecin instruments as well. For example, not every 

note played on the European transverse flute is in tune with 

an electronic tuner. The C# played by this instrument is 

notoriously quite shcirp cind must be adjusted carefully in its 

relationship to other notes. This is due in part to the 

manner in which each individual flute is made (since many are 

hcindmade, consistency of craftsmanship ccui be slightly 

different from instnament to instmment), and to which scale 

of construction (i.e. Cooper, Deveau, etc.) the flute maker 
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adheres. But the variety found among the European flutes does 

not prevent them from successfully performing with each 

other, or with other instruments. The same can be said about 

the end-blown Native American flute, although the 

inconsistency in tuning is more pronounced thsm in the modem 

European instruments. Each is constructed by hand, in 

accordcuice with set standeirds of construction, but slight 

variations occur. Like the European transverse flute, these 

minute veiriations do not impede the instrument's ability to 

perform with others. 

The movement toward standardization of tuning that is 

occurring in regard to the Native American flute is enabling 

performers to use it in msuiy standard musical contexts. 

Because of this step toweird standardization, the instrument 

lends itself more easily to a systematic study at the college 

level. Scholarly ideas can now be generated within the 

collegiate music world in terms of performance technique, 

intonation, and pedagogy, whereas before it was impossible 

because of the inconsistent construction of the end-blown 

flute. For example, since there is back pressure when playing 

the end-blown flute, something that some instnamentalists, 

especially the performers of the transverse flute, do not 

experience, ideas about how to deal with this in a high-

stress performance situation need to be addressed. In 

particular, the performer of the transverse flute is used to 

tcJcing in as much air as possible, and then blowing that air 
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energetically through the flute to produce a sound. This will 

not necessarily work with all end-blown flutes. A gentle 

amount of air is required in playing mauiy end-blown flutes. 

This is important because the pressure of the air stream 

effects the pitch of the instrument in a major way, much more 

so then in a modem European flute. If the performer tcikes in 

too much air, he or she will not be cUale to emit it all with 

the force that is used on the transverse flute because of the 

end-blown flute's small soiind producing aperture. If too much 

air is forced through the instrxament, the pitch will elevate 

noticeably. In addition, in many flutes, depending upon the 

manner of construction, a forceful stream of air will only 

yield an unsavory tone quality, and often unseemly squeeiks. 

Another problem that may occur is the flute player teiking in 

large amounts of air repeatedly, but not exhaling it all. 

This will result in a build up of carbon dioxide in the 

lungs, leading to hyperventilation and distressing upper body 

tension. This cein be most uncOTofortable in a performeuice 

situation. To avoid this, ideas concerning breathing need to 

be reshaped to fit the end-blown flute. 

Also, the concept of performing upon an instrument that 

does not have a system of keys needs to be dealt with. A more 

exacting technique of finger placement needs to be used when 

playing many of today's end-blown flutes. If not played with 

exaggerated finger movements, the performer often produces 

unwanted notes when moving from one pitch to the next. 
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Pronounced upward cuid downward movement of the fingers is 

also necessaxy because of the size of the finger holes on the 

flute, although size often vairies from instrument to 

instrument depending upon the craftsman. On many end-blown 

flutes, the large finger holes require the majority of the 

fleshy part of the finger pad to seal it properly. This makes 

it somewhat difficult to achieve closure each time. Thus, 

through exaggerated and exacting finger motion, this can be 

ameliorated. 

Another reason for including the end-blown Native 

Americcin flute into the collegiate system of music education 

is the continuing production of repertoire for the 

instrument. Composers eire generating significant musical 

compositions for this instrument. More and more composers are 

becoming aware of the end-blown flute, thus there is the 

promise of even more works becoming available in the future. 

This fact alone justifies its thorough study and exploration 

by musicians at all levels, especially the performers of the 

modem treinsverse flute. The reasoning is self-evident. Who 

will perform this growing body of repertoire? Who can the 

faculty composer turn to in his or her school of music to 

perform these works? Although many present-day end-blown 

flutists do read music, a vast majority do not. Thus, it 

seems logical for the trained musicians found in the 

colleges, universities, and orchestras to perform this music. 

At the collegiate level, musicians leam to play a variety of 
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styles of music. Classical, Romantic, etc., because the 

repertoire is in existence. When new Western art music is 

composed, utilizing extended techniques such as microtones, 

whistletones, and anything else dreamed up by the composer, 

musicieuis must leeim these things in order to successfully 

perform that body of literature. Furthermore, with specific 

regcird to the performer of the trainsverse flute, he or she 

often leams to play the Baroque flute because of the 

abiandant literature written for that instrument. In addition, 

because there is a large amount of repertoire for the 

Renaissance recorder, many musicieuis, especially flutists, 

are taught how to play the instrument. But now there is a 

body of literature for the end-blown Native American flute, 

similar in sound production to the recorder. Therefore, it 

seems a logical progression in thought that the end-blown 

flute should be taught in the college music school as well. 

This will benefit all musicians, in particular the flutists, 

as well as the composers. Learning the history and techniques 

of this instnament will expand the musicians' musical 

horizons, and make them more versatile as performers. In 

addition, composers can be comfortable in the knowledge that 

they will have an opportunity to have their works performed 

by accessible performers who are well-versed in the 

capabilities of the installment and its history. Thus, 

bringing the end-blown Native American flute into the 

collegiate system of music education, and learning its 
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techniques and repertoire, enhcinces the students' knowledge 

and awareness of diverse avenues of musical expression. 

An additional reason for studying the end-blown flute in 

today's music schools is that it will impart an important 

portion of musical history to the student. By studying the 

Native American flute, the student will leam the ancient 

cultural origins of sui instrument that possesses a profound 

historical and musical foundation. The student will also be 

made aweure of historical/cultural Native Itoericcin flute 

techniques and styles indicative of numerous tribes across 

the United States. This knowledge will help the student to 

understand how and why the instrxament evolved, and how it 

came to gain importance in today's society. 

Also, by studying the musical eind cultural heritage of 

the end-blown Native American flute, the student will be 

exposed to actual notated Native American songs and stylistic 

features of Native American music. The student can use this 

information in enhancing his or her own creative musical 

skills in the cirea of composition. He or she can apply 

learned musical cheiracteristics of veirious tribes in the 

generation of their own musical works for the instrument, 

whether solo or ensemble. This is beneficial in that it 

enhemces the student's compositional skills, and it also adds 

to the growing repertoire for the instrument. 

Finally, another important technique that today's 

college musician cein attain through this instrxoment is the 
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concept of improvisation. The end-blovm flute tradition is 

deeply rooted in the airt of improvisation. Unfortunately, 

many of the present-day college music students do not 

experience this art of musical production because so much of 

their educational emphasis is placed upon leaiming scales, 

orchestral repertoire, and the abundemce of solo and ensemble 

literature of their instrumental specialty. As a result, 

improvisation is often neglected. Of course, this is 

dependent upon the musician's area of study. For example, 

those involved in Jazz studies improvise on a regular basis. 

With the Native American flute, the student has an 

opportunity to explore this important curea of creative 

musical expression. Here, they are stcirting from scratch, 

devoid of musical inhibitions, which often allows the student 

to musically explore aind express themselves. With this 

instrument, the student has eoi artistic freedom that they do 

not always experience in the structured format of Classical 

music instruction. The teaching of this instrioment encourages 

improvisation, thereby enabling the performer to further 

develop his or her own musical creativity. I strongly believe 

that this will help students to grow euid develop as 

musicians. 

A factor that will help in moving the end-blown flute 

into the collegiate system of music scholarship is the system 

of tablature notation. Because these flutes are made in a 

variety of keys, the necessity of a system such as this is 
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great indeed. Nakai's system of teiblatxire notation (see 

Chapter 1) releases the performer from the burden of learning 

new fingerings for each instrument pitched in a different 

key. Here, the player sees the melody notated using a 

standsurdized system of fingering/notation, not the exact 

sounding pitches. This makes the instrument easier to leam 

and perform upon, emd does away with the necessity of 

numerous treinspositions. 

While studying the end-blown Native American flute at 

the college level is interesting, important, and beneficial 

in many respects, it should not necesseorily be obligatoiry. 

Not every flutist or other instrumentalist will be interested 

in this instnament. It would perhaps be best served if it 

were offered in a class situation that met three times a 

week. This class would be open to all music majors, as well 

as other university students who have at least a rxidimentary 

musical knowledge. This coiirse would be good public relations 

for the university's music department, especially in an area 

with a significant Native 2\mericein population. It would bring 

more recognition to the music department and perhaps get more 

people interested in other aspects of the university's music 

program. 

In order for this program to be organized and 

successful, the instructor would have to petition the music 

department to buy a laxge quantity of flutes from an 

individual maker to ensure that they perform the same scale. 
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While it is true that today's flute nicikers are striving 

toward a standeird in tuning, complete uniformity has not yet 

been achieved. Therefore, buying flutes from a sole craftsman 

would be the most beneficial to the program. The students 

could pay a rental fee to help cover the cost of the 

instruments and their mainteneince. This is done for other 

instruments within most music schools, thus it is not an 

unusual concept. 

This class would be primarily a group encounter. One day 

would be a lecture and discussion session. Here, the 

historical information cibout the flute would be discussed, 

construction, present-day performers, etc. The second weekly 

class session would be devoted to listening and technique 

practice. Finally, the third class meeting would be a master 

class where the students perform both original and already 

existing repertoire. 

For those who are interested and want to enhance their 

skills on the Native American flute, a second level class 

would be added. The same three day structure would be 

sufficient - lecture, listening/composition, and master 

class. Here, the students would perform more difficult 

repertoire. Also, composing would be accentuated, both in 

terms of solo repertoire and works for multiple end-blown 

flutes. In addition, a more in-depth approach would fc)e taken 

with regard to the study of various styles characteristic to 

individual Native American tribes and/or particular present-
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day performers. 

Another class that could exist simultaneously with the 

group instruction clcisses is a Native American flute choir. 

Because the instruments eire becoming standardized in terms of 

tuning, a large group of them performing together is 

feasible. (This would best be achieved by using flutes from 

one craftsman.) In a regular choir made up of Europecin 

transverse flutes, a veuriety of voices are represented; 

soprano (piccolo), regular flute in C, alto flute, cind bass 

flute. This variety is also possible in a choir of Native 

American flutes because of their multitude of keys eind 

different ranges and sizes. For example. Ken Light's Native 

Americcui flute in C is very high-pitched and is analogous to 

the piccolo in functioning as the soprano of the group. The 

Native Americcin flute in G Ccui play a role similar to the 

regular flute in today's flute choir. The F# end-blown flute 

is cinalogous to the alto flute's role in the standeird flute 

choir. Since there is music being written for ensembles of 

end-blown flutes, the formation of a Native American flute 

choir in a college is logical eind would be a highly 

educational experience. 

This course would be divided into two separate class 

meetings, with at least one recital per semester. The first 

class session would involve the entire group performing 

repertoire for multiple end-blown flutes. This would rcinge 

from duets, to trios, to quartets, all the way to nonets, 
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depending upon the nianber of individuals in the class. 

The second segment of this class would meet on eui 

entirely different day. Here, the end-blown flute would be 

used in conjunction with modem European instruments in 

small ensemble situations. In small, diverse ensembles, the 

Native Americcui flute cam be combined with almost any 

combination of instnoments. For example, a trio employing the 

Native Americcin flute, European flute, eind clarinet would 

work nicely. Also, a trio comprised of the Native American 

flute, oboe, and guitar would yield interesting musical 

results. In addition, the combination of the heirp. Native 

American flute, and European flute would be an excellent 

ensemble. The combinatorial possibilities are endless. The 

combinations would solely depend upon the participants in the 

class in terms of their other musical talents. Or musicians 

from outside of the Native American flute choir could be 

requested to participate in order to gain performance 

experience in a diverse area. In terms of repertoire for 

these unique instrximental combinations, works would have to 

be commissioned, or transcriptions and adaptations of 

standeurd repertoire would have to be done. Regardless, the 

musical potential of these small, diverse ensembles is quite 

profound, and their results would be quite stimulating. 

The end-blown Native American flute comes from a rich 

musical, cultural, and symbolic heritage eind as such has much 

to contribute to today's society. The end-blown flute has 
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found its way into our present-day musical world, coming from 

a past comprised of a rich cultural and symbolic foundation. 

Taking from its past, blending in contemporary musical 

flavorings, it has evolved into an impressive vehicle for 

musical expression. The end-blown flute is in its beginning 

stages of contemporeiry development, looking for further 

avenues to explore. The instrxmient is becoming more 

noticeable in today's society, thus it can no longer be 

neglected, especially by the players of the transverse 

European flute. Based upon its versatility, capabilities, 

musical potential, cind growing repertoire, the end-blown 

Native American flute deserves a place in the collegiate 

system of music education. In addition, the end-blown flute's 

historical, cultural, cind musical importance warrants further 

study of the instrument at the college level. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMATION AND IDEAS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

1. Summation 

The flute was an important part of the Native American 

culture. It was used in numerous ceremonies, with varying 

degrees of importance. Overall, the flute had an important 

symbolic role in assuring the survival of the tribe by 

bringing rain, enabling the crops to thrive, which in turn 

fed the tribe. Healthy crops were a paramount concern to the 

people, since without them, there would be no tribe. Also, in 

memy ceremonies, it played a symbolic role in regard to the 

fertility of the body. This was also very important to the 

continuation of the tribe. 

In addition, the Native American flute played a 

significant symbolic role in vsirious myths. The telling of 

myths was a very important aspect of Native American life. 

Myths held valuable knowledge for the people, helping them to 

learn experienced-based moral lessons, how their world came 

to be, and the proper way to conduct their lives. The flute 

appears in many of these stories, sometimes being the basis 

of the entire story, and other times appearing 

intermittently. The flute was depicted as a device to court 

young women, to bring rain and healthy crops, to bring 

children to the tribe, aind in one story, it helped to bring 

the entire world into existence. The flute's appeeirance in 

many of the Native Americans' myths reveals the importance 

that they placed upon this instr\iment. 
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The Native American flute was also used in a social 

context. Its most frequent use was in courting. A mein of the 

tribe would play a song upon his flute to let a woman know 

that he was interested in her. Often these songs would be the 

result of a young man's dream. He would receive the song from 

a dream, perhaps from an ancestor or another spirit, and then 

play it for his sweetheart the next day. In addition, the 

flute was used in a utiliteirian context, meeining that it was 

utilized to achieve a certain result. In many insteuices, the 

flute was played to relieve boredom or to accompany a chore, 

such as com grinding. Also, the flute was played simply for 

the pure joy of hearing its melodies. 

Although the Native American flute tradition was nearly 

lost at one time, it has come from a strong historical, 

cultural, and musical background, and evolved into an 

instrument that is gaining significsince in today's society. A 

number of factors have caused this rise in prominence of the 

flute, such as its improved construction and tuning. The fact 

that it is now capable of performing with standard European 

instruments has aided in the upsurge of interest in the 

instrument. In addition, the movement toward standcirdization 

of the flute with regard to tuning has enabled composers to 

notate music for the instrument in an ensemble setting of 

standard European instnaments. This has helped to generate a 

growing body of repertoire for the instrvmient. People are 

beginning to take notice of the instrximent because it is 
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being used in conjunction with familiar instrxuaents. 

In addition, the nxamerous recordings and live 

performeinces given by well-knovm Native Americaui flutists has 

achieved a great deal in terms of raising the aweireness level 

of the instrument. Because of their efforts, many people have 

been made aware of the versatility cind capabilities of the 

instnament. Society has heard that it is ein instrument able 

to be used in a variety of stimulating contexts. 

The fact that the flute is being taught in college 

classes of World Music and Ethnomusicology has also helped to 

raise its level of recognition. In this context, the 

instrument is being approached both academically and 

musically. The flute's origins, traditional use, and 

evolution sure being discussed. Also, the college courses, 

although relatively few in number, dedicated solely to the 

history, technical capeibilities, construction, and 

performeuice styles of the Native American flute have 

significantly boosted the populeirity of the instriiment. 

All of the aforementioned factors have helped the Native 

American flute evolve into an instrument of musical 

importance in today's society. The flute's rise in popularity 

eind function serves as a justification for its inclusion into 

the collegiate system of music scholarship. As a vehicle for 

musical expression, it is an instrviment that is in the 

beginning stages of development and use. The fact that it is 

being utilized in so meiny different ways, especially in 
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Western art music compositions, supports the notion that it 

Ccin no longer be ignored eind thought of as a musical novelty. 

Its improvement in terms of construction cuid tuning, 

versatility, and capabilities are factors that support its 

incorporation into the collegiate music world. The Native 

Americcin flute is capable of a great deal in terms of musical 

expression, concepts that can be, and need to be, explored 

and developed on the college level. 

2. Ideas for Further Study 

With this document, the surface has only been scratched 

in regcurd to the end-blown Native American flute. There are 

many other avenues that need to be traversed in regeird to 

this instrument. For example, the scholastic and musical 

exploration of the flute as it appeeirs in other parts of the 

United States is a project that needs to be undertaken. Here, 

the past and present roles of the flute can be examined in 

regsord to specific geographic locations, such as tribes of 

the Southeast, Plains, Northwest, and the Great Lcikes area. 

Subjects such as the origin of the instrument, various myths 

concerning the flute, ceremonial usage, social utilization, 

playing styles, and present-day performers of each geographic 

area can be explored and documented. 

Also, an interesting idea for further research would be 

the detailed study of instrumental relatives of the Native 

American flute. This research can embody information about 

Native American instrviments that have a relationship to, or 
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are predecessors of, the flute. Some examples of such 

instr\iments core whistles made of wood, nose-flutes, and 

eagle-bone whistles. This study can be further delineated in 

terms of geographic location of various tribal groupings, 

such as the Plains, Great Lakes, cind the Southeastern tribes. 

An additional study that I believe would be quite 

interesting is ein extensive compilation of myths that contain 

the Native American flute. These stories can be grouped 

according to tribal location within the United States. 

Although I have revealed in this document nxamerous myths of 

tribes located in the Southwestern United States, many were 

omitted due to constraints of space. While the flute's 

importance varies from myth to myth, a thorough collection of 

myths that incorporate the flute in their stories would be a 

project that would further illustrate the instrument's 

importcince to the Native Americcui people. 

Also, a comprehensive document containing information 

about present-day end-blown flute mcikers in the United States 

would be worthwhile. Here, the methodology of each craftsman 

cein be explored. Their approach to construction, philosophy, 

and materials used cein be discussed. In addition, their 

addresses Ccin be noted so that the readers of the document 

can locate these flute mcikers in order to purchase an 

instrument, or simply to ask them questions. This study can 

also be broken down according to either geographic location, 

or the style of flute made by the craftsman, such as Lakota, 
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Kiowa, etc. 

Finally, a catalog of the available notated repeartoire 

for the present-day Native American flute is em extremely 

important venture. Here, each piece can be discussed 

thoroughly aind graded in terms of difficulty level. Vcirious 

aspects of each composition Cein be described, such as the 

type of flute required, vcirious techniques involved, style of 

playing, and accompaniment needed. This project is important 

because it reveals what is available to be played, and the 

requirements of each selection. 
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APPENDIX; ILLUSTRATIONS 

Figure 1: Illustration of an Apache-style vertically held 

flute made from cane (viewpoint: side). 
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Figure 2: Illustration of an Apache-style vertically held 

flute (viewpoint: internal). 
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Figure 3: The end-blown flute without the block, (viewpoint: 

looking down upon the flute). 
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Figure 4: Diagram of the end-blovm flute's manner of sound 

production (Loomis, Wind's Song Flutes Pamphlet n. 

pag.). 
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Figure 5: Illustration of Nakai's taiblature system for the 

six-hole Native American flute (Nakai, The Art 21). 
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Figure 6: Illustration of Nakai's tablature system for the 

five-hole Native American flute (Nakai, The Art 20). 
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Figure 7: Various images of Kokopelli. 

Figure 8; End-Blown Techniques as illustrated in a score 

(Nakai, The Art 26). 
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